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1 Introduction

This is a collection of informations, events, figures in connection with the
celebration of the hundreds birthday of Erwin Bünning on January 23, 2006 by
the faculty of Biology at the University of Tübingen, Germany1.
In the following you will find:

• A few short notes to the Studium generale lectures of the Faculty of
Biology at the occasion of the hundreds anniversary of the birthday of
Professor Erwin Bünning during the winter term 2005/2006 (chapter 2)

• The birthday celebration (see chapter 3); the address of welcome; the
lecture of Charlotte Helfrich-Förster, Regensburg and of Anand D. Karve;
Poona (India); a summary of both lectures; a speech of Ilse Franklin:
For my Father, Erwin Bünning at his 100s birthday; an exhibition with
informations on Bünning

• Bünning-data (see chapter 4): curriculum vitae, Bünnings areas of interest
and fields of work, examples of the organisms used by him

• Lectures, articles of Bünning and about him (see chapter 5):
Bünnings inaugural address for his rector-ship 1952 (see section 5.1).
Bünnings rector talk 1953 (see section 5.2).
Bünning on Pfeffer (see section 5.3 and Bünning (1975)).
Inaugural address at the Heidelberg Academia (see section 5.4).
Talk of Schwemmle at the 70th birthday of Bünning (see section 5.5).
Talk of Haupt 1990: The Tübingen school; excerpts in respect to Bünning
and Tübingen (see section 5.6).
From a talk of Mohr 1987: E. Bünning - not only the physiological clock
has stirred him (see section 5.8).
A poem for the 80th birthday of Bünning (see section 5.7).
Chandrashekaran 1985: Erwin Bünning - an appreciation (see section
5.9).
Tazawa 2006: What I learned in Tübingen (see section 5.10).
Baillaud 2006: A Frenchman at the Botany Institute in Tübingen (see
section 5.10).
Chandrashekaran 2006: A Centennial homage (see section 5.12).

• Bünnings thoughts for education (see chapter 6):
School leaving examination and general qualification for university entrance

1Wolfgang Engelmann, EMail: engelmann@uni-tuebingen.de, Tel: 07071-68324. See also
the German version Fest zum hundertsten Geburtstag von Erwin Bünning am 23.1.2006
im Botanischen Institut Tübingen at TOBIAS-lib - publications and dissertations of the
Tübingen University Library.
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1 Introduction

(see section 6.1).
The problem of general education (see section 6.3).
Looking back: why it was easier in earlier decades to do autonomous
scientific research (see section 6.4).
Biology in our our times (see section 6.5).

• Bünnings traveling (see chapter 7):
Short report on a journey through Northern Sumatra (see section 7.1).
Botanical observations in Sumatra (see section 7.2).
In the woods of Northern Sumatra (see section 7.3).
Reunion with Indonesia (see section 7.4).
The salt mountains in Pakistan (see section 7.5).
Step-, sand- and salt desserts in the river basin of the Indus (see section
7.6).
In the Chittagong-Hill-Tracts (see section 7.7).
Plant life during the seasons in the arctics (see section 7.8).

• Obituary (see chapter 8):
Haupt: Erwin Bünning 1906-1990 (see section 8.1).
Schwemmle: Obituary for the passing of Professor Erwin Bünning (see
section 8.2).
Chandrashekaran: Erwin Bünning (1906-1990): A Colossus of Chronobi-
ology (see section 8.3).
Masuda: Remembering Professor Bünning (see section 8.4).
Masuda: Visiting the grave of Professor Bünning (see section 8.5).
Tazawa: Commemoration of Professor Bünning (see section 8.6).
Engelmann: Address to the Marburg Meeting of the International Society
of Chronobiology 1991 (see section 8.7).

• Bünning-stories (see chapter 9):
Bettina Brommer (see section 9.1).
Vera Hemleben (see section 9.2).
Dietrich Gradmann (see section 9.3).
Claus Schilde (see section 9.4)
Marianne Hetzer (see section 9.5).
Wolfgang Engelmann (see section 9.7).
Gottfried Wiedenmann (see section 9.6).
Ilse Franklin (see section 9.8).

• Literature (see chapter 10).

• Acknowledgements (at the end of the book, chapter 11).
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2 Studium generale lecture series of
the Biology faculty at the occasion
of the hundreds birthday of Professor
Erwin Bünning

Before the actual centennial Birthday celebration a Studium generale1 lecture
series “Biology in Tübingen: For the hundreds birthday of Erwin Bünning” was
offered by the faculty of Biology:

Professor Erwin Bünning was from 1946 to 1971 chair of the botany and plant
physiology department at the University of Tübingen. On January 23, 2006
would have been his 100st birthday. The faculty of biology dedicated this great
biologist a Studium generale lecture series, in which the 14 representatives of
the various biology institutes talk about their work. Additionally two external
biologists will speak about biological clocks, a central topic of Bünning. A
summary of the lectures and the curriculum vitae of the lecturers is available
on request: engelmann@uni-tuebingen.de

1The Studium Generale is a service of the university where during the semester scientists of
Tübingen and other universities offer evening lectures for students of all faculties and the
public on topical and interdisciplinary themes. It covers basic questions of humanity and
tries to stimulate discussions between the various disciplines.
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3 Birthday celebration

3.1 Address of welcome
Engelmann 16:45: Welcome to our guests:

Dear birthday guests,
in this year the Biology at the University of Tübingen celebrates twice the

100 year anniversaries of great biologists of our University: The one of Georg
Melchers and the one of Erwin Bünning. Melchers was two weeks older, as he
always stressed (whereby he usually did not mention the two weeks), and his
birthday was therefore celebrated already two weeks ago at the MPI1 guest
house.

We are pleased, that two of Bünnings children, Frau Ilse Franklin from Basel
and Ingrid Hancke from Pfrondorf are with us.
I am especially happy, that a PhD student of Bünning, Dr.Anand D.Karve

from Poona in the state of Maharashtra in India will tell us today about his
work, and I thank the Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung for allowing Karve a
detour to Tübingen on his flight to Canada. Nandu Karve is an example of
one of the many scholars of Bünning, who put their knowledge not only in the
service of science, but also in the service of their fellow men.
I am also obliged to Frau Professor Helfrich-Förster of the University of Re-
gensburg for addressing one of the lectures today. I realize, how short in time
she is and appreciate her spontaneous acceptance, when I asked her to give this
lecture.
Many students and scientific grandchildren of Bünning are also musically

talented, perhaps a byproduct of rhythmicity, Bünnings main field of interest. I
am glad, that Dr. Jürgen Mack from Kusterdingen will play with his acoustic
guitar blues in New-Orleans-Style.
I am thankful to Ilse Franklin for informations, help, and the translation of

the French article of Professor Baillaud. Thanks to Baillaud for his kindness, to

1abbreviations used in this book: BBSRC Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research
Council (UK); BMBF Federal Ministry of Education and Research (Germany); Caltech
California Institute of Technology; CERN European Organization for Nuclear Research;
CD compact disk; DFG German research association (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft);
EMBO European Molecular Biology Organization; ETH Eidgenossenschaftliche Technische
Hochschule; ESA European Space Agency; ESRS European Sleep Research Society; EU
European Union; FU Free University (Berlin); IPK Institute for Plant genetics and
cultivated Plant Research; JSPP Japanese Society for Plant physiology; JSPS Japan Society
for the Promotion of Science; MPI Max Planck Institut; NATO North Atlantic Treaty
Organization; NSF National Science Foundation; NPK : nitrogen, phosphate, potassium;
O.M.S Office Militaire de Securite; PhD Doctor of Philosophy; SFB Sonderforschungsbereich
(Special Research Field); SNF Swiss National Science Foundation; USDA United States
Department of Agriculture; ZMBP Center for molecular Biology of Plants
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3 Birthday celebration

tell us about his time in Tübingen. Likewise I thank Professor Masashi Tazawa
from Japan for his report on Bünning. Thanks also to the botany institute for
the rooms which we can use today, and help of Professor Harter, Herr Steinmetz,
and the workshop of the institute.
We arranged a small exhibition on Bünning in the big lecture hall of the

botany institute with books of and about Bünning, interesting articles, pictures,
special events, three reports of excursions to Lapland, which were kindly made
available by Inge and Ulf Haury in Lauffen. A movie on a Lapland excursion
will be shown. Herr Plesse, author of the book Erwin Bünning (Plesse, 1996),
has send me a poster show on Bünning, which is also displayed. He could
unfortunately not come to the anniversary.
There will probably be a number of inputs and add ons during the evening.

At least from Ilse Franklin I know, that she will tell us at first hand something
about her father, from Rudolf Gunst, who will recite a poem, and of a choral
group. In any case I believe, that this kind of celebration Bünning would have
enjoyed more than a formal laudatory which I or somebody else would have
held, and I think, that you would agree.

We had planned that we would present a short overview of Bünnings travels
to Indonesia, in the salt desserts of Pakistan and India, and in the Chittagong
Hill Tracks, and Ulrich Seitz offered to do that. Many thanks, Ulli. However,
he was realistic enough to see, that the time for it would be too short besides
the two ceremonial lectures. You will find Bünnings reports and some extracts
in the exhibition and in chapter 7.
After the lectures around 19:00 o’clock there will be a light meal and drinks

available. Food is free, for the drinks you should pay.

3.2 Speech of Charlotte Helfrich-Förster, Regensburg
And now I would like to introduce Frau Helfrich-Förster, who will give the
first talk. Charlotte Helfrich-Förster comes from Swabia and attended the
secondary school from 1967 until 1976 in Stuttgart-Feuerbach and in Leonberg.
She studied from 1976 until 1982 Biology at the University of Stuttgart and
Tübingen. Her diploma and doctoral work about the circadian system of flies
was done in my team. From 1981-1986 she designed at the institute for Chemical
plant physiology educational books on "Biological principals of Ecology". 1984
she worked for two month in the institute of zoophysiology at the University
of Warsaw with Cymborowski, 1986-1987 in Tübingen as a postdoctoral in a
DFG-project on rhythmic form changes of a marine unicellular.
In 1985 and 1987 her children were born, so that she had to interrupt her

research from 1988-1991. With a grant for re-entry of the Hochschulsonder-
programm II des Landes Baden-Württemberg she continued her studies with a
project for the localization of the locomotor activity oscillator in Drosophila
melanogaster from 1992-1993.

At the zoology institute of the University of Konstanz she learned 1992 im-
munohistochemical methods and at the pharmacology institute of the University
of Barcelona she became acquainted with simulation models.

14



3.2 Speech of Charlotte Helfrich-Förster, Regensburg

From 1994-1995 she worked at the MPI for biological Cybernetics in Tübingen
with Professor Kirschfeld on The effect of anesthetics on the spontaneous activity
of pyramid cells in the neocortex of the rat and with Professor Götz on The role
of mushroom bodies in the circadian system of Drosophila.

1996-1997 she obtained a Research grant of the DFG for characterizing
circadian pacemaker neurones in the brain of Drosophila melanogaster.

1998-2000 Frau Förster held a habitation position in the frame of the Margarete
von Wrangell program of Baden-Württemberg at the institute for zoophysiology
in Tübingen. 1999 she obtained the Venia legendi in Zoology.

Figure 3.1. Charlotte Helfrich-Förster
receives in 2005 the Aschoff-Honma-
Price

Since 2001 Charlotte Förster holds
a C3-Professur for zoology at the Uni-
versity of Regensburg and is since 2003
the acting director of the zoology in-
stitute.
Charlotte Förster was and is inten-

sively engaged in the training of stu-
dents. She was involved from 1986 un-
til 2000 in the graduate student college
“Neurobiology” by the DFG, 1996 until
2002 in the focal program “Functional
and adaptive mechanisms of circadian
systems” by the DFG and participates
since 2002 in the graduate college of
the DFG “Sensory Photoreceptors in
Natural and Artificial Systems” at the
University Regensburg. Since 2006
she is involved in the Euclock program
of the EU.

Charlotte Förster obtained a number of awards, such as in 1986 the Attempto-
Price of the University Tübingen for her neurobiological research. 2003 the Price
Aschoffs Rule was given to her. In November of the last year she got in Japan
the Aschoff-Honma Price for chronobiological research (see figure 3.1).

Bünning himself was engaged with daily rhythms in animals. Already in 1936
he published a paper on rhythmic eclosion of Drosophila flies out of the pupal
case. Charlotte Förster will speak today on the topic
The physiological clock - Bünnings theses and chronobiology today.
A short summary of her talk follows.

3.2.1 Summary of the talk of Charlotte Helfrich-Förster
The physiological clock -Bünnings theses and chronobiology today-

Here is a short summary of the lecture with some references. The slides shown
are compiled in chapter 3.2.2. In the following

(•) means: Bünnings theses
(–): what he and others found

• All organisms possess an internal clock (page 20, figure 10).

15



3 Birthday celebration

– “On the basis of the known facts it is likely, that all animals and all
green plants including the unicellulars among them possess a circadian
rhythm.” (Bünning, 1977), (page 20, figure 11)
Examples for internal clocks in plants (page 20, figure 2 and 3), fungi
(page 20, figure 4 and 5), mammals (figure 6) and insects (figure 7-9)
are shown.

– “It might be questionable, whether this is true for all fungi.” (Bünning,
1977)

– “Circadian rhythms have often been searched in prokaryots (bacteria
and blue-green algae). Most of these efforts have been unsuccessful.”
(Bünning, 1977)
In the meantime circadian Rhythms have been found also in blue-
green algae due to seminal work of Takao Kondo (Kondo and Ishiura,
2000), page 20, figure 12-15. Most of their genes are here under their
control.

• To inherit an internal clock has a selective advantage (page 20, figure 16).
– “Cyclic timing of organisms has such a high selective value, that
they are found from primitive unicellulars up to the most developed
vertebrates” (Bünning, 1977).

– “Errors concerning morning- or evening phases, the approaching
spring or fall, the coming ebb or flood are deadly. Wearer of internal
clocks, which are not synchronizable with the external world and are
thus going wrong, have a reduced survival- and propagation probability”
(Bünning, 1943)
The selective advantage of the diurnal rhythm was first verified in
bluegreen algae (Johnson et al, 1998; Ouyang et al, 1998) (page 20,
figure 17-18). Later it was shown, that Drosophila flies lacking an
internal clock have significantly less progeny (Beaver et al, 2002)
and ground squirrels without the circadian pacemaker center have a
reduced chance of survival in the free nature as compared to “normal”
animals (DeCoursey and Krulas, 1998). Last year the team of A.
Millar showed, that even the daily clock of higher plants has a selective
advantage. “clock mutants” of Arabidopsis have a reduced rate of
photosynthesis, growth, and reproduction compared with wild-typical
plants (Dodd et al, 2005).

• The endogenous daily rhythm has a genetic basis and is thus heritable
(page 20, figure 20).

– “In the F2-generation the intermediary character stayed. There was
no clearcut split up recognizable. These results suppose, that many
genes are involved in the determination of the period length.” (page
20, figure 21)
In addition to these results of Bünning in bean varieties more recent
results using Drosophila mutants are shown and the molecular mech-
anism of the circadian clock explained (Konopka and Benzer, 1971;

16



3.2 Speech of Charlotte Helfrich-Förster, Regensburg

Sehgal et al, 1994; Allada et al, 1998; Rutila et al, 1998; Price et al,
1998), (page 21, figure 23-25).

• The internal clock is temperature compensated (page 21, figure 26 and
example figure 27).
– “The oscillator itself is a physical and not a temperature dependent
chemical system” (Bünning, 1959) (page 21, figure 28)
The oscillator of the blue-green algae consists of a system of the
protein molecules KaiA, KaiB and KaiC forming complexes and
using phosphorylations and functions even in a test tube. It oscillates
at different temperatures at the same speed (Nakajama et al, 2005)
(page 21, figure 29-30).

• Circadian oscillations are cell autonomous (page 21, figure 31).
– “It is known for long, that in plants even isolated leaves, parts of
leaves, halved pulvini, isolated parts of petals and so on are able to
display circadian turgor- or growth variations. Even in tissue cultures
of plants the rhythm continues to run in a light-dark alternation, in
continuous darkness or constant light” (Bünning, 1977), there on
page 35

– Isolated and cultivated protoplasts of the bean pulvini show circadian
oscillations in their volume (Mayer and Fischer, 1994) (page 21, there
figure 32)

• Multicellulars possess a multi-oscillator system.
– “The higher organism has not just one or two clocks: It is a mul-
tioscillator system” (Bünning, 1978), (Bünning, 1935) (page 21, figure
33, 34)

– “Multicellular plants do not own a control center, which is responsible
for synchronous oscillations in the various organs. This is mainly
the task of the light-dark change”. page 35 in Bünning (1977) (page
21, figure 35, 36)
This has been shown in the meantime in Arabidopsis using a luciferase
as a reporter gene (page 21, figure 37). Likewise different leaves of
a plant (page 21, figure 38) or parts of a leaf, which are treated
with a differing light-dark change and kept afterward under constant
conditions, oscillate independently from the other leaf or the other
leaf parts (page 21, figure 39).

– “Animals possess a control center in the brain, but this takes es-
sentially only care for the manifestation of the Rhythm or for the
synchronization between the individual autonomous clocks of the mul-
ticellular” (Bünning, 1977), there on page 36 (page 21, figure 40).
The autonomy of the various circadian clocks has been demonstrated
in the meantime in cultures of Drosophila tissue or organs (Plautz
et al, 1997) (page 21, figure 41) and in fibroblasts of mice (page 21,
figure 42).
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3 Birthday celebration

– Differences between plants and animals: In animals a control center
in the brain steers the rhythmic behavior; the peripheral oscillators
are not as important (page 22, figure 43). In the behavior (e.g.
in the locomotor activity) internal desynchronization might occur
(Wiedenmann, 1984) (page 22, figure 44).
Drosophila as an example shows the same (page 22, figure 45-46).
Localization of the controlling pacemaker cells see page 22, figure
47-50.

– The internal clock uses multiple photoreceptors (this was not included
in my lecture for lack of time) (page 22, figure 51).

∗ There must exist a cellular photoreceptor:
“cryptic” blue light receptors (already postulated by Bünning,
Zimmermann, Truman and Pittendrigh in the 1950ties);
1993 discovered by Ahmad and Cashmore (1993) in plants and
called cryptochrome;
1998 identified by Stanewsky in Drosophila (Stanewsky et al,
1998);
1999 found by Todo in mammals.
The various photoreceptors and their localization are demon-
strated in Drosophila (page 22, figure 52-55).

– “The circadian clock is not constructed for constant conditions. In-
stead, the clock was developed in such a way, that the synchronization
with the rhythms in the environment can occur as easily as possible
and that a physiologically optimal time relation is established between
the different phases of the external rhythms” (Bünning, 1986) (page
22, figure 56)

In the following the slides are arranged; the references listed in slide 24 are given
here: Konopka and Benzer (1971); Bruce (1970); Feldman and Hoyle (1973);
Ralph and Menaker (1988); Sehgal et al (1994); Vitaterna et al (1994); Kondo
et al (1994); Millar et al (1992); Hicks et al (1996); Schaffer et al (1998); Allada
et al (1998); Rutila et al (1998); Price et al (1998); Somers et al (2000); Toh
et al (2001)
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3.2.2 The slides of the lecture of Charlotte Helfrich-Förster

1-3

4-6

7-9

10-12

13-15

15-18

19-21
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22-24

25-27

28-30

31-33

34-36

37-39

41-42
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43-45

46-48

49-51

52-54

55-56
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3.3 Lecture of Anand D. Karve, Poona, India

3.3 Lecture of Anand D. Karve, Poona, India
For the second lecture I would like to introduce Dr.Anand D.Karve of
the Appropriate Rural Technology Institute in Poona, India (figure 3.22).

Figure 3.2: Anand D. Karve

After getting his Bachelor of Science
at the Poona University in the state
Maharashtra he made his doctoral the-
sis as a stipendiary of the Alexander
von Humboldt-Stiftung from 1956 un-
til 1960 with Professor Bünning in
Tübingen and returned 1961 to India.
After several years as postdoc and lec-
turer at various universities in India
he was from 1964 until 1966 head of
the botany institute of the Shivaji Uni-
versity in Kolhapur, Maharashtra.

Afterward Nandu Karve decided to
use his knowledge in natural sciences
and technology for the battle against
poverty in the third world. He was
from 1966 until 1984 director at the
Nimbkar Agricultural Research Insti-
tute in Phaltan, founded afterward the Appropriate Rural Technology Institute
in Poona, which works for the improvement of the standard of living and quality
of life of the rural population in India, and whose president he is. There technolo-
gies are developed for agriculture and forestry and for the rural craftsmen, which
together with the available raw materials, water and energy can be applied. In
this way villager might gain the same income as “white collar worker”.
He is director of various institutions and has more than 50 research- and

development projects successfully conducted. He obtained numerous prices and
tributes, among them from the United States Department of Agriculture, the
Indian Science National Academy, the Ashden Award for Renewable Energy
2002.

He was frequently in foreign countries, thus from 1980 until 1983 as a peanut
expert in Burma, 1983 with support of the Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung
for 6 months at the Institute for Biology II of the Freiburg University, he gave
lectures in 1999 at various German universities.

Dr.Karve has published more than 200 research papers and reports, over 250
popular articles, four books in Marathi, and 15 Video CDs, in which agricultural
technologies are described, which he and his coworkers have developed.

His lecture is:
Burning dung with no reservations: Energy problems and solutions

in India

2Pardon for the “Red Indian”. The original was too dark and in lighten it the red became
dominant.
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(see section 3.3.1)
After the lecture:
Thanks to Nandu, afterward discussion.
Cordial thanks to all, who contribute for the rest of the evening, especially

the helpers for getting and preparing food.

3.3.1 Summary of the lecture of Karve, Poona
Burning dung with no reservations: Energy problems and solutions
in India
A.D.Karve

Appropriate Rural Technology Institute, Poona, India
EMail: adkarve@vsnl.com

Overview:
Dung as fuel or fertilizer?
Dung serves in Africa, Asia and Latin America as fuel in household (caloric

value 2600 kcal per kg). The textbooks say, Dung should not be burned, but
used to fertilize the fields. To obtain energy as well as fertilizer, the biogas
technology was introduced in India and China.

Disadvantages of this practice
Disadvantages for the user

• 40 kg dung per day are needed for a standard site. It produces only 250 g
methane with a caloric value of 2750 kcal.

• 6 to 8 animals are necessary for it.

• The dung has to be mixed with 40 liter water

• In villages are no water pipes; the water has to be carried by woman from
partly far away wells. During times of drought this is even more difficult.

• The site produces daily 80 liter sludge as waste, which has to be removed.

• The whole process takes 40 days.

• The site is therefore quite large with 3200 liter space for the digestible
and 1000 liter gas. Very view households posses so much space.

• Because of the size the price is high (about 250€), which is more expensive
than a microwave oven.

• Methane from dung is too expensive: If the farmer sells 40 kg Dung as
Dung cake, he earns 40 Cent. He uses in fact fuel, which costs more than
the food.

Fermentation technology
Methane and fermentation technologies
In the fermentation Technology normally molasses (i.e. sugar) is used as nu-

trient for the microorganisms. Methanogenic bacteria are not able to fermentize
the dung directly. They need help of other bacteria, which produce acetic acid
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from dung. Not till then the methane bacteria are able to produce methane,
which takes about 40 days.

Methane production from sugar occurs in the following way:

C6H12O6 = 3CO2 + 3CH4

and the reaction takes just one day instead of 40. 1 kg sugar produces 250 g
methane. Would one use 1 kg dung (dry weight), one would obtain only 25 g
methane (=440 kcal).

If sugar would be used as substrate, the efficacy would increase by 400.
The compact biogas system
The new biogas system is smaller (1000 liter) and cheaper (125€). About 500

of these facilities are already in use. Each month 100 new onces are produced.
Sugar is, however, expensive. One can use additionally starch or cellulose

(polysaccharides), e.g. spoiled food, overripe fruit, seeds of all plants, peels of
banana, mango or papaya, non eatable fruit, rhizomes, onions and so on.
India is the largest producer of non-eatable vegetable oils. The oil cake is

toxic and used only as dung. It could be used also as a methane producer.
Green leaves of all plants, including those, which can not be eaten by livestock,

can be used.
Dung in agriculture
Symbiosis
Since the conquest of the land by green plants 500 million years ago exists a

symbiosis between the soil microorganisms and the plants.
Minerals
The carbon demand of soil microorganisms is covered by fallen foliages, flowers

and organic compounds solved in the guttation water. The mineral elements
are retrieved by the soil microorganisms from the soil by solving them; this is
an extracellular event. A part of these ions is taken up also by the roots o the
green plants. Does the soil become impoverished by it? (Liebigs hypothesis of
the chemical fertilization).
So called recommendations
For fertilizing with organic waste the farmers are recommended to use compost.
However:
Its nutritional value for the microorganisms is very low. The recommended

amount of compost lies between 20 and 50 tons per hectare (shown by NPK
analyses).
The reality
This portion costs more as chemical dung. Therefore the Indian farmer use

hardly ever inorganic fertilizer.
The danger:
By the chemical fertilizer the natural symbiosis is disturbed. The soil looses

its fertility.
Fertilizing with non-compostible waste
Experiments showed, that 25 kg per hectare of non-compostible organic mate-

rial with hight nutritional value are sufficient to lead to the same high crop as
with the recommended amount of organic or chemical fertilizer. Thousands of
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farmer use nowadays this method successfully. Most of them use sugar. But oil
cake or green leaves can be used as well.

Usage of waste
saves oil!
India produces annually 600 million tons of agricultural waste and 200 million

tons of dung. This biomass can supply gaseous, fluid and solid fuel, which
together contain the same amount of energy as 700 million tons of coal.

India imports 70% mineral oil. A large part of it can be replaced by agricul-
tural waste.
Conclusion
Thus: Burn dung without hesitation!

3.4 Ilse Franklin-Bünning’s contribution to her father’s
centenary celebration, 2006

It is now more than 50 years since we arrived in Tübingen. Up until then we
had not had much contact with father3. And now we were all there in the large
empty official residence reserved for the Director of the Botanical Institute of
the University of Tübingen, actually a barely heatable apartment. We all slept
in the ballroom, a magnificent hall boasting a high ceiling decorated with lovely
stucco. Oma (our maternal grandmother) sent us practically all her furniture.
Our parents slept in an old-fashioned matrimonial bed featuring a massive
wooden frame. Us four children shared two beds. Our beds were far removed
from our parent’s bed and the room was divided by a huge curtain which father
had put up.
In those times father could be very tired after his long working days and

therefore actually slept very well. One night I woke up because I heard someone
coming into the room. With “Father, there is someone in the room”, I woke
him. And, in the semi-darkness, he realized that someone was bending over him.
Father leapt out of bed, grabbed his neck-tie, which he put on, and then, with
his own father’s walking cane, dressed in neck-tie and long dressing gown, raced
after the intruder. He chased that fellow the entire length of the long corridor,
through the Botanical Institute, down the stairs to the unlocked back entrance
leading to the Botanical Gardens. He never did catch that intruder. Who could
it have been?

As winter approached rats moved into our cellar. Father ignored those guests.
But with Christmas on the way father was suddenly very busy. It was our first
Christmas with father. He was so fond of Christmas trees that he exchanged
some valuables for one. And in the large kitchen he was busy pulling candles.
He also extracted syrup from turnips and even fermented this syrup to vinegar.
The boiled turnips were cut into small pieces for salad – a change from our usual
diet. Many of his travel souvenirs were transformed into bacon and eggs.

Oma had given us practically all of her remaining belongings, things such as
cutlery and linens. She sewed a dress for me from her own house coat. In order

3because he was in the war
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to knit woolens for my older brother and for her dear son-in-law (father), she
unraveled her own woolens.
Father made soap, something which our rodent guests nibbled. In the new

year father planted potatoes. My job was to eliminate the potato bugs.
Once father collapsed during a lecture; he hand’t eaten anything that day.

Then, one day, the first package arrived, from Switzerland. These packages, full
of chocolate, condensed milk, and real coffee, then arrived regularly. Leo Braun
(he was assistant professor in Jena when our father was assistant there; when
Braun was expelled by the Nazis (1933) our father helped him and his wife to
escape from Germany and finally to a position as professor in Istanbul where he
remained until well after the war) had arranged this. He had written to Jewish
philanthropists in New York. They in turn sent money to a Swiss organization
which then sent these packages to father. We were not supposed to eat all of
the chocolates since they could be exchanged for eggs and butter. Sometimes
father would give a chocolate bar to children we had brought home with us.
The garden behind the Botanical Institute ran as far as the Ammer4. This

garden belonged to our official living quarters. Father pulled out all of those
flowers which had grown so high, including those lovely red ones which had
blossomed so magnificently in a large flower bed. The flowers were re- placed
with soy beans, something we could not stand. But neither could the night-time
thieves who had no idea of their value and therefore left them alone. On the
other hand, the hens which father kept in a stall were a prey for these “ ”friends”
of ours.

Early in the morning we often watched father feed his chickens. Once my older
brother woke me very early with “You should see this.” Father stood at a tree
stump with a struggling chicken in his left hand. Horror- stricken and trembling,
he was attempting to whack the bird’s neck with a hatchet. I then traveled with
that chicken to Cologne, accompanied by Herta Sagromsky5, and then on to
Velbert and grandmother. This adventure was in a train compartment full of
thread-bare people. “Don’t let that basket out of your sight” said father at the
Tübingen station. Herta never closed her eyes, even when sleep overwhelmed
me. That trip was indeed very long.
Then father was suddenly off, accepting a lecture invitation from Sweden

(Schweden). “Well what is that?” I asked. “We are already here in Swabia
(Schwaben)!” Father returned from Sweden with presents for all and a hat on
his head. Mother received fine stockings and a blouse; for me there was a sky
blue dress. Actually I did not like that dress but I did not say so. Mother, on
the other hand, found it just fine. With a much older father we did once talk
about colors. Of the two plush pullovers i had sent him from Switzerland he
preferred the dark red one over the light blue one. But mother found the light
blue pullover better suited to him. In a careful, gentle manner he confessed
to me “Actually I also am not so fond of blue; you must have inherited this
dislike from me since you almost never wear blue. Mother, on the other hand,

4a tributary of the Neckar river
5a research associate of Prof. Bünning, later, 1961-1968, Professor at the Gatersleben Institute
in the German Democratic Republic
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wears blue well. So be it if mother likes it.” Indeed, he admitted that he liked
subdued shades of orange best, those tending to rust brown, a range of colors
he discovered on Sumatra in his younger days.

After the death of our elder brother in the Dolomites, father no longer talked
about his first son. Perhaps it was meant for us not to feel less important. Often
he silently stole away to the graveyard with mother. Evenings he often spoke of
Otto, his second son. Otto was a young man who father always tried to help
in a most generous fashion. He admired that boy’s call to the sea. “Yes”, he
thought aloud, “if it had not been biology I would also have liked a profession
at sea.” He certainly had no desire to be a businessman like his uncle nor a
schoolteacher like his father. He had observed how exhausting a profession this
had been for his dear father, so much effort with so little to show for it and so
little comfort for his family. His father only bought books from time to time
and little silver tokens for his wife, my father’s mother; that was his simple life.
Until the end of his life our father talked about his good hearted father and his
diligent mother, a woman who never complained, a fulfilled woman.
Thank you for your attention.
Ilse Franklin-Bünning6

3.5 Exhibition in the big lecture hall
On the desks in the big lecture hall are the following informations displayed:

3.5.1 Informations about Bünning
1. Curriculum vitae in form of a table (see section 4)

2. Bünnings article from the Annual Reviews of Plant Physiology (Bünning,
1977a)

3. Bünnings address on the occasion of the honorable handover of the rector-
ship at the begin of the summer term on the 8th of May 1953 (see section
5.2)

4. Bünnings traveling (see section 7)

5. Speeches at round birthdays of Bünning (see section 5)

6. Bünnings contributions to education (see section 6)

7. Obituaries (see section 8)

6Translated by Richard Franklin-Bünning, Basel 2018; alternative title: To my dear father
Erwin Bünning at his centenary celebration - vignettes from the earliest days in Tübingen
to his days there
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3.5.2 Presentation boards by Plesse
Erwin Bünning 23.1.1906 - 4.10.1990:
Facets of his personality and his actions
. . . Not only the physiological clock has stirred him . . .
Plesse7 has illustrated the following stations of Bünnings life with photogra-

phies and text:

1. Studies in Berlin and Göttingen

2. Assistant time in Jena

3. Königsberg

4. Strasbourg

5. Köln

6. Tübingen

7. Excursions and Traveling of Bünning to Indonesia

8. to Pakistan

9. to India

10. to Lapland (photographies by Haury and Hetzer)

7he is the author of the Bünning monograph Plesse (1996)
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4 Bünning-data

4.1 Curriculum vitae
23.1.1906 born in Hamburg

-1925 school in Hamburg, Albrecht-Thaer Oberealschule, Holstentor
fall 1925 school leaving examination

1925-1928 studies at the University in Berlin and Göttingen
1928 graduation, afterward state examination in Berlin

1928-1929 scholarship of the “Notgemeinschaft der Deutschen Wissenschaft”,
Institute for physical foundation of Medicine (Dessauer), Frankfurt (Main)

3 Mo 1930 scholarship Botany Laboratory at the University of Utrecht, Netherlands (Went)
1930-1931 assistant of Renner, Botany Institute Jena

1931 habilitation (qualifies for professor)
1931-1935 assistant professor Botany Institute Jena
1935-1938 Diätendozent University of Königsberg
1938-1941 applied professor University of Königsberg
1938-1939 research jorney to Java, Sumatra
1939-1945 military service
1941-1945 associate professor University of Strassburg
1945-1946 full professor University of Köln
1946-1971 full Professor, Botany Institute of Tübingen

1947 dean of the Natural Sciences Faculty
1948 guest lectures in Sweden
1949 guest lectures in Great Britain

1949-1950 guest lectures in Pakistan
1951 first Lappland excursion from Tübingen

1951,1953 journeys to Indonesia and Ceylon
1952-1953 vice chancellor of the University of Tübingen

1953 declines call for Munich
1953 corresponding member of the Academy of Sciences in Göttingen

1953-1959 member of the Senat of the DFG
1954 member of the Leopoldina, Halle
1956 Editor of “Planta”, later in the editorial board, honorary editor
1957 Call to Göttingen declined
1957 honorary member of the Japanese botanical society

1958-1963 member of the science council, involved in reform proposals (1960)
1958 member of the Heidelberg Academy
1960 Chairmans address Cold Spring Harbor Symposiums on biological clocks

1961-1967 member of the founding commission of the University of Bremen
1964 member of the Bavarian Academy
1964 member of the New York Academy of Sciences
1964 corresponding member of the Botanical Society of America
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1968 member of the National Academy of Science, USA
1971 Emeritus
1973 honorary member of the American Society of Plant Physiologists
1973 honorary doctor of the Juristic Faculty, University Glasgow
1975 guest professor in Canada
1975 honorary member of the Swiss botanical Society
1976 honorary member of the University of Erlangen
1976 honorary doctor of the University of Göttingen

1978-1979 guest lectures in Madras, India
1986 member of the Indian Academy of Sciences

4.10.1990 died aged 84 in Tübingen

4.2 Areas of interest and fields of work of Bünning and
his students

Bünnings interest in biology was quite broad: physiology of stimulation, electro-
physiology and membranes, plasma streaming, tissue cultures, plant hormones,
chemotropism, phototaxis, phototropism, light perception, phytochrome, photo-
morphogenesis, furthermore photoperiodism, annual rhythms, circadian rhythms
(cells, tissues, sleep movements, activity rhythms, chemical influences, inhibitors)
and development, differentiation, pattern formation, regeneration, polarity.
He and his students used all forms of the living world such as prokaryots

(bacteria, cyanobacteria), algae (Euglena, Chlamydomonas, Porphyra, Oedo-
gonium, Acetabularia, Chladophora, Dictyota, and others), fungi (Aspergillus,
Saccharomyces, Coprinus, Omphalia, Saprolegnia, Phycomyces), mosses (Sphag-
naceen) and ferns, higher plants (Sparmannia, Tradescantia, Utricularia, Iris,
Allium, Sinapis, Phaseolus, Mimosa, Glycine, Pisum, Xanthium, Chenopodium,
Bryophyllum, Kalanchoe, Avena, Cuscuta, Cichorium, Populus), insects (Peri-
planeta, Pieris, Drosophila) and higher animals (Hamster, Guinea pigs). See
also the topics of the PhD theses published under the guidance of Bünning (see
section 10.1).
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5.1 Designation address at the occasion of the election
of Professor Bünning as rector on the occasion of a
torchlight procession on February 18, 1952

Highly respected Herr Professor!
The biologists and some of their annex did spare no effort and ways to con-

gratulate you with our torchlight-like procession for your election as rector of
our university. We bag you to apply the “Ut desint vires, tamen est laudanda
voluntas” for our efforts.

Figure 5.1. Bünning as rector of the
university of Tübingen

Although you mentioned today in your
lecture, when we plaudit you by espe-
cially intensive and long lasting knock-
ing, almost reigniting: The laugh is
always on the loser. We respect your
opinion - at least at the moment. We
would, however, stress, that the men-
tal cause of our presence is by no
means the carnival time, but for us
biologists it is really a great and hon-
est delight, to hear by the broadcast
and by man to man talk, that a bi-
ologist will take the fate of our dear
Tübingen alma mater in his hands in
the next terms. On the one side we
are proud to have you as our Magnif-
icence, on the other side we are afraid
-probably not without good reasons,
that your surely not too easy position will detach you from your work in our
botany institute, but we will try to take comfort in the hope, that this distance
is not an Indian distance, with other words: We hope confidently, that your high
position will keep you at least for a year in our Tübingen. We biologists have
never been such narrow-minded party followers, that we would not grant our
university and with it our fellow students of other faculties some of it, what we
ourself estimate. We know you, honored Herr Professor, from the institute and
predict with certainty from these our experiences, that under your rector-ship
the matters of our civitas academica will be steered in a solid and good route.
Nobody will blame us, when we biologists hope a little bit, that your special
affection applies to us.
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We wish you for your future work full success with a minimum of anger and
believe, that you will gladly remember after your rector-ship this time full of
beneficial work for our alma mater Tuebingensis and thus also for yourself.1

5.2 Bünnings addressing talk during the ceremonial
handing over of the rectorship at the begin of the
summer term on the 8th of May, 1953

An academic year involves such an amount of questions, changes and duties,
that it is difficult to select from it those, which give a certain impression of the
diversity. Who, like me, had the opportunity, to gain some more insight in this
diversity during a whole year, must be even more then the outsider impressed
or almost astonished, that such an institution as the Tübingen University could
survive successfully 475 years and thereby, as we believe, did not grow older.
Of course, even an University does not stay unaltered. Even the image of the
studentship is rapidly changing. The number of war participants, the older
students, has declined rapidly. Whereas the average age of a student was 26
years in the first years after the war, it is now rapidly approaching 22 years,
which will soon be reached. We see in the lecture halls nowadays again many
young high-school graduates. We are glad about this development, although
we clearly experienced, that the greater life experience was impermissible to
overcome the after war problems.
Likewise the teaching staff underwent a continuous change. Several chairs

had to be restocked . . .
It is impossible, to give an impression of the scientific work done in the various

faculties, the hospitals, institutes and seminars. It is in fact these works, which
demand our accounts. That the University of Tübingen has continued to have
strengthened its reputation, should be sufficient as proof . . .
. . . demands of the universities . . . Fulfillment of urgent building wishes and

increase of the number of assistant positions . . . The universities hospitals
are partly very antiquated, and new buildings can not longer be delayed. The
medical hospital will be newly build on the Schnarrenberg . . . 17 million . . .
Later the university gynecological hospital and the neurology will be moved to
the Schnarrenberg.

In the budget for 1952 the last rate for building the new institute of pharmacy
and chemistry has been allowed for 1460000DM. The institute can probably
be used for the winter term 1953/54 . . . a second rate for building the student
house . . . construction of the observatory of the astronomy institute . . . new
building of the institute . . . expansion of the zoology institute . . . new building
of the seminar of the philosophy faculty . . . expansion of the university library
. . . private allowances . . . society of the friends of the University of Tübingen
. . .
Financial problems turned always up, if financial suffering students had to

be helped. Of the about 4000 students of our university the fees of about 1000

1Author unknown
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could be dispensed or reduced. We know, that this help was not sufficient. . . .
About 70 students were found to suffer under lung diseases, and many other
diseases were diagnosed.

. . . the Mensa “Prinz Karl” could finally reopen again . . .
The run to our university is still strong. However, a substantial change

has occurred in comparison with the years after the war. Whereas we could
account for not much more then 10% of the applications, we need to refuse now
only about 15% of the candidates. For several academics restrictions are not
necessary any more. Difficulties do still exist only in the mathematic-natural
science and in the medical faculty . . . We do hope strongly, that in 1 to 2 years
the restrictions in applications can be dropped completely. We must try until
then, to modernize our facilities to such an extend, that Tübingen will further
be a center of attraction for the academic youth. . . . We should thereby not
forget, that -although most of our students come from Württemberg, more than
1/3 are from other parts of Germany. At least this proportion, and additionally
the foreign country students can only be retained, if we give our best. Presently
about 90 foreigners study at our university . . . I believe, that the University of
Tübingen can cope with its duties, if the number of foreigners is much larger . . .
We do by far not use the excellent chance, which we as a nation without colonies
have. In the same way as our harbors are again the doors, through which the
products of our technique are shipped to the whole world, the universities should
become doors, through which the exchange of thoughts proceeds . . .

Another problem of our university is, that the number of professors -as in all
other German universities- does by far not correspond anymore the increased
number of students. . . . If we want to sustain our position in the future, we
need a a larger number of people with an academic training as we need in earlier
centuries, in the same way as we need a larger number of technicians and skilled
workers.

The discrepancy between the number of students on the one side and of
professors and lecturers on the other side led to the situation, that we can’t care
enough for the scientific education. . . . I want to point out the successful, but
not sufficiently accredited work of the AStA2 . . . and its efforts in the frame of
the academic self administration. The cooperation with the AStA will always
be a nice memory . . .
I hope, that my successor will find time and strength, to compensate for

several of my neglects. A part of these neglections I beg to excuse, because I had
my commitments for the institute and teaching obligations; both of it I could
not dismiss completely. The Great Senate knows these concerns of a natural
scientist well enough, since according to the statistic during the last 55 years
only twice in half a century a member of the mathematic-natural science faculty
was elected as a rector; and according to this statistic we have to expect again a
rector from this faculty for the 500s anniversary of the university of Tübingen
in 1977 . . .

I ask you, honored Herr Kollege Wenke, to come to the catheter and take over

2Academic student association
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the troublesome function . . . 3

5.2.1 Address to the outgoing rector Professor Bünning
Since I have received the Insignia of the rector dignity out of your hand, my first
words shall be a thank you in the name of all my colleagues . . . I personally have
a special reason for this, since, what you have done for us, makes is much easier
for me to meet the tasks, which I have to tackle. You acted with unostentatious
objectivity and placed back all personal points even in those cases, where only
your most personal decision turned the balance. . . . You mentioned, that
colleagues turned down calls from abroad. But you did not mention the names
only, because you did not want to be forced to speak of yourself. In honoring
your modesty, I might be allowed to complete this: Honorable calls received
. . . and the ordinary of botany Erwin Bünning by the University of Munich.
For declining this call we are indebted our colleagues very much. Name and
importance of a university do not only rely on the appointments of famous
academics, but also by remaining approved masters for research and teaching
. . .

5.3 Bünning about Wilhelm Pfeffer
This introduction to a symposium in memory of Wilhelm Pfeffer held from June
3 and 5, 1987 in Blaubeuren, Germany is published in Bünning (1988).

It begins with: We still appreciate the many great scientific achievements of
Wilhelm Pfeffer (see figure 5.2) such as his researches on osmosis, chemotaxis
of bacteria and lower plants, and on movements of higher and lower plants.

Figure 5.2: Wilhelm Pfeffer

Pfeffer was particularly fortunate to
have been born at an opportune time.
Had he been born earlier, he would
have been considered by philosophers
such as Friedrich Wilhelm Schelling
(who was so appreciated in Tübingen)
as “destroyers of natural sciences”
along with Bacon, Newton and other
founders of the modern natural sci-
ences. According to Schelling, for ex-
ample, it was an irrefutable fact that
the gender would be the root of ani-
mals, the flower the brain of plants.

And it ends with:
Nowadays a lot of young people only help to enlarge a mediocre student body

at our crowded universities. A few entered university with the help of a lawyer
payed by a father with means. Given our present legislation, a gifted young man

3composed by Engelmann from: Annual report of the rector of the University for the rectorship
year 1952/53, Bünning (1953b)
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like Pfeffer may just have ended up as an assistant in his fathers pharmacy once
he had left school early, and he may not have become a professor of Botany in
Bonn, Basel, Tübingen and Leipzig. A number of important scientists before the
turn of the century would not have succeeded at our present universities where
so much energy is wasted on petty lawsuits of no academic value.

5.4 Addressing talk of Bünning at the acceptance in the
Heidelberg Academy of sciences 1957

According to the classification of biology, which is still valid at our universities,
I am classified as a botanist (Bünning as a lecturer see figure 5.3).
I am not too happy about this denomination, because most of those, who

are not familiar with the natural sciences, think of a plant lover, at best of a
representative of systematics and floristic. With this statement I do not intend
to denote this kind of botany as less valuable, and I can’t even deny, to do more
in lectures and at excursions, then to remind me, that just the occupation with
the manifold of forms of the living nature, which is characteristic for systematics
and floristic, led me already as a pupil to the biology. My actual work, however,
developed from a combination of this enthusiastic interest in the multifaceted
appearance of life together with the disposition towards abstract theorizing and
causal analyzing. Philosophy, theoretical physics and mathematical logic did tie
me at the begin of my studies for periods more than botany and zoology.

Figure 5.3: Bünning as a lecturer

But coincidences parted me more
and more from these interests, which
my highest respect and adoration
count for and in some respect still
do. One of these coincidences was,
that I was handed over in the botany
course of the university an object with
seismonastic movements. Stimulated
by Kniep and Metzner this led to my
doctoral thesis about such movements
induced by agitation, and I started to
become interested also in other move-
ments of plants. Later it was mainly
light induced movements.
As a lucky coincidence in the hap-

less getting stuck with biology I would regard the fortunate possibility soon
after my promotion, to study at the institute for the physical basis of medicine
in Frankfurt among others the diurnal leaf movement. The endogenous, that is
physiologically self regulated daily rhythm of these movements seemed to me
something, which is of a general interest in biology.

I looked for events, in which the diurnal cycles -running in analogy to a clock
work- could be more important as those leaf movements. Thus I began to put my
interest on photoperiodic reactions, the astonishing ability of plants and animals,
to inform them self about the course of the seasons reliably by measuring the
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length of the day exactly. To this area of my special scientific interest, i.e. the
studies of the physiological mechanisms and the biological significance of “cellular
clocks”, I may say, that just in recent times the importance of endodiurnal
physiological oscillation has become visible for very different processes in plants
and animals, especially for the behavior of animals, from simple developmental
events up to the complicated phenomenon of sun navigation. I found also interest
in physiological problems of development, especially the differentiation, and for
the analysis of the order in time and space during development. Finally I had on
several of my travels again and again the chance, to spend time on my youthful
hobby of the non-laboratory botany. Two years stay in the tropics and subtropics
of Asia, distributed in four journeys during the pre- and postwar years, offered
the opportunities for it in the same way as excursions with students, which often
brought me to Lapland.
Thus my doings have been -dictated by chance- a compromise between ob-

serving the manifold of nature phenomena in the organic world and the interest
in the exact-theoretical. I am not unhappy about these chances, which gave my
own life something of the variety of the biological objects, which confronted me
with many problems of science and allowed me to get in contact with many of
the researchers allover the world.

I should not forget to mention the external stations, which were for the course
of my work in the same way decisive as my scientific interests. After my school
time in Hamburg, the studies in Berlin and Göttingen, a temporary research
period in Frankfurt and Utrecht I came in 1930 to Jena, where I habilitated
in 1931 under Renner. From 1935 until the begin of the war I was lecturer in
Königsberg. There I was drafted at the begin of the war and had to stay in
military service until the end of the war, with a short interruption in connection
with a call for an extra ordinariness in Strasbourg. After the war I was for a
short time ordinary at the University of Köln and stayed from 1946 onward in
Tübingen.4

5.5 Berthold Schwemmle: A Henlein of the
“physiological clock”

Honored by a colloquium of the faculty of biology, Professor Erwin Bünning,
director of the Botany Institute of the University of Tübingen, was yesterday 70
years old. Only this number forces us to believe it! Because - although emeritus
since five years - we see him each day in the institute as an attentive observer of
the university scene, as a critical listener in colloquia, and especially as an active
editor of journals. On his 65th birthday the members of the faculty biology and
his friends gave him a torch light procession and thanked him in this way for
his work in and outside of the university. He published not only several original
papers and reports, but also and especially a book in the series “Great Natural
Scientists” a book on Wilhelm Pfeffer, one of the fathers of plant physiology,
the ideas of whom he developed further and decisively, and who was one of

4Reprint of the Jahresheft 1957/58 der Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften (Bünning,
1957a). Identical with the text, which was reprinted in 1966 in Bünning (1966)
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his predecessor on the Botany chair in Tübingen. In addition, he was a guest
professor in Canada, thus a true “active retirement”.

During the celebration of the 70th birthday the various sections of life might
loose their importance, they were also at earlier occasions appreciated in this
newspaper. Therefore I remind briefly, that Erwin Bünning was promoted in
1928 after only 7 terms in Berlin, that he was habilitated already three years
later in Jena, and that his way led him via an extraordinary in Königsberg and
Strasbourg as an ordinary in Köln. Already one year later he was called to the
chair in Tübingen which is rich in tradition by predecessors like Hofmeister,
Pfeffer and Vöchting. Under him the first new natural science building on the
“Wanne” was planned and constructed, the Institute for Biology I, in which the
Botany moved at the end of 1967; The old institute an the Wilhelmstraße next
to the Neuen Aula was much too small for quite some time. He belonged for
several years to the Science Council and was leading in the reform proposals of
this committee. He initiated the installation of separate chairs for genetics and
microbiology besides the classical chairs in the biological fields.

After the last war, which interrupted all connections, and which Bünning had
to pay toll as an airplane observer, he was among the first, who reanimated
the relations to foreign countries with all consequences of mutual informations.
Already in 1948 he gave lectures in Stockholm, 1949 in England, in Switzerland
and in Pakistan. His colleagues and the generation of his students, some of
whom obtained chairs, witnessed this and did not forget it!

His drive in distant countries belongs to the characteristics of Bünning, perhaps
the consequence of his origin from Hamburg? His excursions to Lapland are even
today still a solid “institute inventory”, he traveled several times to Indonesia,
India, Ceylon and Pakistan; he was in Australia and North America. As the
result of his travels in the tropics arose a small book of him with exciting reports
and many ecological considerations. He brought back from these journeys also
a large herbarium and a rich stock of pictures, which he used to illustrate his
lectures enormously.

To describe Bünnings scientific work on polarity and determination, of move-
ments in plants and its control up to the “physiological clock”, this basic
phenomenon of the living protoplasm in short is sheer impossible. His impor-
tance for the development of botany and its stand today is proofed clearly
by the numerous inland and foreign academies and scientific societies, which
elected Erwin Bünning as a member or honorary member. Although being
ill-disposed towards such appraisals, he has to put up with the remark, that he
has prompted almost hundred PhD thesis which were done in Tübingen, and
his own publications with up to 250 titles. The papers which were motivated by
his work and ideas in his students who continued to work in science and those
of their coworkers, and furthermore in researchers allover the world who cite
Bünnings papers goes into the thousands.
In a week the biology faculty of the University of Freiburg will add another

scientific tribute by awarding him the honorary doctor of natural sciences. This
complements the Honorary Degree of Doctor of Laws (!) he received in 1973 from
the University of Glasgow in Scotland and above all the Dr. phil., which Erwin
Bünning earned in Berlin. At that time there did not yet exist mathematic-
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natural science faculties allover, compared to Tübingen, where already for more
then hundred years (1863) such a faculty was founded; the botanist Hugo von
Mohl was its first dean. In this way Bünning will finally get a natural science
doctor degree!5 6

5.6 Wolfgang Haupt: The Tübingen school
Lecture of Prof.Wolfgang Haupt 1990 in Freiburg at the occasion of the 60th
birthday of Hans Mohr. Extracts concerning Bünning and Tübingen.
. . . This similarity was not confined to place and time, but meant mainly,

what could be termed “Tübinger Atmosphäre” or expressed more factually: as
the “Tübinger Schule” . . .

Humans are especially during the youth coined by contacts with outstanding
personalities. . . . I was lucky enough, to get to know and estimate all these per-
sonalities, most intensively of course our common doctor father Erwin Bünning,
honorary doctor of the universities of Freiburg and Erlangen. I was coined by
him in the same way as Hans Mohr. He was for us, what I call the “Tübinger
Schule”.

I would like to bring closer to you the teacher-student relation, which we both
had by telling you a few of my own experiences. . . .
We learned autonomous scientific work . . . from Bünning, when we made

our qualification at the end of our studies. The guidance was directed not so
much towards scientific working, but more autonomy, which we should learn;
exactly this was the distinguished character of Bünning as an academic teacher,
to give his candidates complete autonomy. But this was also obligatory; the
given freedom had to be used as well as possible and had to be realized - this is
what he just expected from us. He came very seldom in our laboratory, but was
always available for us, if we needed it. I said “always”, because Bünning did
not have consultation hours, which we had to follow or for which we had perhaps
even to apply for before. That was in other institute completely different and
can nowadays hardly be realized again.

How did one obtain from Bünning a theme for a state examen- or PhD thesis?
. . . In 1950 was the time, in which photoperiodism and thermoperiodism in seed
germination should be placed on a broader basis. Thus Bünning told one of my
fellow students: “why don’t you heat up seeds in the hot-air cabinet to 110°C
and let them germinate; perhaps something interesting happens”. Not more. It
resulted in a nice doctoral thesis, and you all know probably the successful PhD
candidate from the radio or TV: Ernst Waldemar Bauer. He is at the same time
an example, that a specialization under Bünning did by no means determine
the future road of life.
How was it in my case? I expressed my interest in photoperiodism and/or

endogenous rhythm, as the physiological clock was called at that time. Bünning
5Erwin Bünning at the occasion of his 70th birthday, Schwäbisches Tagblatt January 24th,
1976 by Berthold Schwemmle; he got his PhD under Bünning in 1953 and was Professor at
the Botany Institute in Tübingen

6Peter Henlein, 1480-1542, was the first to produce pocket watches in Nuremberg around
1510
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allowed for it: based on a state examination thesis which had just been finished
I was supposed to find out, whether the outflow of auxin from the leaves is
controlled by the physiological clock. No hint for methods, extremely short
mentioning of literature. I would certainly have gotten rich informations, if I
would have asked - but one just did not ask, and least of all “how do I do it” ;
since it was supposed to be an independent work. . . .
After half a year I was threatened to fail . . . not before this crisis I asked

Bünnings for an advice, got it and could finish the state examen thesis. But I
failed with the extension of this work for a PhD thesis, and I had to start with
a new theme. Again the short way of Bünning: He handed me over a short note
from the Swedish “Botaniska Notiser”, 2 pages with a table, according to which
etiolated peas are able to form flower buds in complete darkness. “Why don’t
you look at this, you could perhaps cut off the cotyledon”. Again I could develop
my own ideas, whereby photoperiodism played a role, and again I had rather
swallow my tongue than to ask Bünning for appropriate methods. After almost
a year I was almost at the brink of loosing, the experiments did not seem to give
enough hard data . . . In 2 or 3 talks Bünning guided me with a gentle hand,
hardly noticeable for me, towards the path of success, and a quarter of a year
later the work was finished. . . .
Than the assistant time followed. Here too I was completely free and inde-

pendent. . . . twice in the term Bünning appeared for 10 minutes, and not for
controlling me, but to turn up for the students, and at the end of the term
all drawings had to be handed over to him. Bünning trusted his assistants
almost completely, even the youngest, and I had to meet the challenge. I think,
I could in this way fulfill my task with more responsibility, as if I would have
been controlled daily, and if I could have given all discomforting question th the
Professor. But I learned also from Bünning, that it is not a shame, if one could
not answer the question of a student, and that this is quite the contrary a very
important part of the academic education. . . .

Thus my first term as an assistant for courses was extremely hard; in preparing
the content I was just a few weeks ahead of the students, and this diminished to
zero until the Christmas vacation. After the second course in the third term I
was hoping to draw now on unlimited resources. Error; I had to change now to
the Großpraktikum I (anatomy of higher plants), with the same problems as one
year before, but with a bit more routine to cheat, if it was unavoidable. This
was a hard education, but I do not want to miss it; and Bünning was probably
not aware, that he has fulfilled such an important educational task. For him it
was just self evident, that each assistant had to give his best for the community.

But the education for more independence continued. I could become familiar
during two terms with this course, and I had just reached the begin of routine.
But then the delegated teacher for microbiology fall out from one day to the next
- at that time there was no chair. What had to be done? “Herr Haupt, could you
overtake the lecture and course in microbiology in the next winter term”. For the
first time I dared to object, that I have no hunch of microbiology. “Then you
could go for a few month somewhere else, perhaps in a foreign country; the DFG
pays for it. Your colleague X. in the MPI was, for instance, at the Carlsberg
Laboratory”. I heard from this colleague, that Carlsberg is in Copenhagen, but
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had still not any idea, what was done there. I could finally apply for a training
grant, from which I profited a lot. But still: The teaching of microbiology
afterward was again a big challenge. . . .
The plant physiologist Bünning offered occasionally excursions for advanced

students. That meant, that each of the participants had to prepare a special part,
such as nature of the country, cultivation, vegetation, characteristic taxonomic
groups; They were then on location experts and contact person for the co-
students. The participants did in this way for sure profit more - or in other ways
- as compared to conventional excursions. And the following was also passed
to us by Bünning. “Herr Haupt, I found in the Southern alps a valley, which
you should visit with your trainees”. It was the start of a series of eventful and
unforgotten Pentecost excursions . . .

A new step of education turned up, when at our time the Handbook of Plant
Physiology by Ruhland occurred. Whereas most editors of volumes looked for
the most prominent and most experienced representative of the specialist area
as an author, Bünning entrusted his young assistances or lecturers important
chapters or conveyed them to other editors of volumes. . . .

Bünning had always an open ear for constructive criticism, he even asked for
it. That was at that time by all means not self-evident. . . . we proposed a
physiological Großpraktikum, and Bünning gave the green light for it. As a first
step a not too small part of physiology should be integrated into the anatomy
course. Bünning took up these thoughts, and we could with him or for him and
for us develop a concept and try it out. . . .
From Bünning we learned not only, that without ideas, precision in our

work, diligence and perseverance one does not progress, but we learned also to
see the essential. Examples for it have almost an anecdotal character: With
somnambulistic certainty Bünning found the weak points of a student. I mean
the “somnambulistic” literal; Bünning used to sleep during the seminar, if the
student lectured too boring. But as soon as the presentation came to an end, he
asked the decisive question, which hit exactly the weakest part of the talk. For
example, a nowadays very prominent colleague was asked as a student, what
Arachis oil is, out of which auxin is extracted. The student, instead of pointing
to the peanut Arachis hypogaea, he answered quite naively: “Well, it is a kind
of salad oil”.

With the strong sense of the essentials was connected Bünnings demand for a
short and concise way of expression in wording and writing, in which he agreed,
by the way, with our distinguished zoologist Kühn. It happened, that he got 30
minutes for a congress talk, but that he declined and asked for 20 minutes only,
to which he of course sticked to. Thus the common expression short and sweet
(in German “kurz und bündig”) was used by us as “short and Bünning”. . . .

Although autonomy and the view for the essential was decisive for us - we
learned something else from Bünning: Cooperation and coexistence. In the rather
small institute in the Wilhelmstraße was besides Bünning also the extraordinary
for special botany, Walter Zimmermann. . . . at the occasion of Zimmermanns
70th birthday Bünning would say “Herr Zimmermann, we both have a sound
desire to expand; in spite of it we went along with each other quite well”.

Scientific cooperation was at that time among us an almost unknown word.
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But in the botany institute in Tübingen it was already practiced. . . .
Bünning exemplified a keen sense of justice, unselfishness, and a personal

modesty through his own life. What is nowadays self-evident for us, was at
that time not always the case: The contribution of a coworker in a scientific
work found always an adequate expression as a coauthor; and if the boss had
the impression, to have contributed nothing essential, he abstained from having
his name as a coauthor. . . . His sense of justice had also a material side: At
that time the tuition fee was brought to account and the prominent university
teacher possessed a guarantee for it. For Bünning it was as a matter of course,
that each assistant, even the youngest, was participating in the tuition fee, if he
had given a course on his own responsibility. And thus he transferred at the
end of each term the corresponding share from his own tuition fee receipts.

We grew up quite liberal, and . . . tried to influence our students in the sense
of our teacher, i.e. to pass on the spirit of Tübingen to the next generation.
However, the liberty of a chief can also be miss-used or wasted in disqualified,
and this could lead to quite annoying situations. Bünning too was not spared
from it. . . .

Another important aspect of the education of a scientists is the responsibility
towards the society. Bünning was at our time the most prominent and inter-
nationally esteemed plant physiologist in the German speaking part. He was
actually to good to do administrative work and science policy. In spite of it he
did not shut himself off the many honorary posts, which he was offered - I just
mention the rector-ship and the work for many years in the science council. For
him it was an obligation for a scientist, to act for and into the public, wherever
he was asked for it; that he had to offer his specific competences and experience
there, where it is of use for the common good of the society; that he pays an
adequate tribute for the gift of the large academic freedom, which is afforded to
the university teacher. He has, as far as I know, never lost any word about it,
for him it was just a matter of course. . . .
You might in the meantime wonder, why I am not talking of the “Bünning-

school”, but in general of the “Tübingen Schule”. Tübingen was at that time a
center of natural sciences, in which much prominence had gathered. Outside
of the botany institute were important for me mainly the zoologists Kühn and
Weber, the biochemists Butenandt and Karlson, the physicist Kossel, and of
course in the MPI Max Hartmann and Georg Melchers. . . . But there is another
important aspect: The relation between the fellow students and later assistant
colleagues; because this too is decisive for the atmosphere of a Schule. . . . I
can’t remember, that there was ever any jealousy or resentment, of somebody
advanced faster than the other. There was thus no competition, and mutual
help - especially before the examination, was a point of honor. This allowed the
fruitful discussions, at which one could be unabashed “stupid”.7

7Wolfgang Haupt studied at the university of Erlangen and Tübingen, where he got his PhD
under Bünning in botany. Since 1962 ordinary at the university of Erlangen
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5.7 Poem for Erwin Bünning for his 80th birthday
According to the melody: Die Mary Ann, die ließ ihn nicht los8

Sie hieß Naturwissenschaft und war sein Schiff,
er hielt ihr die Treue, was niemand begriff,
über 60 Jahre aktiv und groß:
Die Naturwissenschaft, die ließ ihn nicht los . . .
In Hamburg gebor´n, dem Tor zur Welt,
da hat er sich in ihre Dienste gestellt,
ist gewandert mit ihr von dort nach hier,
seit langem ist er Tübingens Zier.
Er führte Kommando als Rektor und so . . .
Die Botany - ja - die war manchmal ein Zoo.
Vielfältigkeit, so hieß das Programm:
Und der Käpt´n der hielt das Ganze zusamm´.
Im Jahr 1936, da hat er´s formuliert:
und viele, die es hörten, die haben resigniert.
Von Mystik sprachen sie und Spinnerei,
Glasperlenspiel war auch dabei.
Die Jahre gingen hin, doch er blieb dabei.
Inzwischen ist die Rhythmik von Mystik frei.
Die Physiologische Uhr, ein Wertebegriff . . .
Sie hieß Naturwissenschaft und war sein Schiff.
Er zog sich zurück, doch blieb immer am Ball:
Die Naturwissenschaft, die ist sein Fall.
Er schreibt und liest, reist inkognito . . .
Schön, schön, sagen wir, und mach weiter so.

5.8 Hans Mohr: E. Bünning - not only the physiological
clock has steered him

A few remarks and excerpts, which deal with Bünning and Tübingen from the
talk of Prof. Hans Mohr, Freiburg, at the celebration of the 80th birthdays of
Erwin Bünning (Mohr, 1987)9.
It starts with “To write down the appraisal of a prominent contemporary,

is already quite difficult, particularly, if respect and reference does not allow a
cool distanced attitude. To speak about the man, as he is sitting vitally and
skeptically in front of one, is an adventure. I can only engage in it, because I

8Presented on January 23, 1986 in Tübingen-Hohenentringen; author at present not known.
Placed for disposal by Vera Hemleben. Not translated.

9Hans Mohr studied biology, physics and philosophy at the university of Tübingen. PhD in
1956 under Bünning, Postdoc in Beltsville at the Research Station of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture under Hendricks. 1959 habilitation at the university of Tübingen, 1960
ordinary for botany at the university of Freiburg
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know from experience, that Bünning respected a striving effort even then, if the
result did not quite convince him”. To praise Erwin Bünning is of course easy
and nowadays without a risk. He is - for good reasons - a worldwide well known
and respected person. His achievements as researcher and thinker earned him a
high international reputation.

After mentioning Bünnings “Physiological clock”, Mohr refers to other ac-
tivities of him which founded his personal reputation: His engagement for the
university and policy of science, his teaching, his editorial work, his reform
proposals in the science council, his function in the senate of the DFG.

Mohr reminds us of Bünning being “an exceptional and prudent Doktorvater”.
He also points out, that his interest was not restricted to physiology, but
that “His thinking roamed all the time in the boarder zone between science
and philosophy”. He cites a chapter of Bünning’s famous book Theoretische
Grundlagen der Physiologie (Bünning, 1945), where he elaborates on the topic
of freedom: “The experience of freedom is for us . . . connected to the same
extent with the conviction of being true as is the recognition of the causal
order. Each attempt to reconcile the experienced freedom with the causal order
of nature is in vain. Such an attempt occurs if one seeks gaps in causality for
the sake of saving the freedom, as well as if one rejects freedom by pointing out
the airtight truth of causality . . . The attempt to combine freedom and causal
necessity to one concept of nature is in vain. We have to drop this attempt if
we don’t want to regard freedom as a misconception . . . As rational beings we
cannot abandon the idea of moral freedom because of ethical reasons, nor can we
abandon the causal necessity if we pursue science.’

From Bünnings textbook “Physiology of development and movements in
plants” Mohr mentions, that he cites in the introduction a sentence of Schleiden
from the “Grundzüge der wissenschaftlichen Botanik” of 1849, which describes
Bünnings own conviction accurately:
“The noblest mission of Botany is, to sketch out for the general physiologies

of organisms the simplest and most reliable fundamentals and thus to offer an
essential contribution for expanding the fundamentals of this interesting and
perhaps also most important discipline of science.”
Mohr mentions three examples, which characterize Bünning’s approach to

scientific inquiry: simple, basically important, and (in principle) analyzable:

1. The pattern formation of multicellulars, for instance the trichoblast of many
dicots, was explained by Bünning by a barrier effect, the incompatibility
of embryonic loci.

2. The formation of primordia in the shoot meristem, decisive for the mor-
phogenesis of plants, was explained by Bünning by inhibitory areas (“Nest
of increased division rates”). This explanation is the only one which has
prevailed.

3. Polarity: Bünning recognized the importance of the unequal cell division
for the development of plants. He says, that “the polarity of the mother
cell establishes the gradient, which is necessary for the inequality of the
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daughter cells, in which plasma and nucleus (in spite of the same gene
outfit) behave differently.”

Mohr cites from a lecture note he has taken: “Those, who are interested in
developmental processes, have to take into account not only the physiology of
gene transfer, gene nascence and gene alterations, but also the physiology of gene
effects in the ontogenesis. Developmental physiology is mainly developmental
genetics, and the genetics of the future will mainly be developmental genetics.”
and says: “This is exactly what happened”.
“What shall I say at the end - how shall I summarize the Laudatory?
Bünning was stirred by a lot in his rich life. And he has stirred a lot; he left

a broad trail in science; a trail, which will not vanish.”

5.9 Maroli K. Chandrashekaran: Erwin Bünning – An
appreciation

I am citing the start and a few more remarks of Chandrashekarans article
(Chandrashekaran, 1985)10:

Professor Erwin Bünning will be eighty years old on January 23, 1986. For
over fifty years now he has dominated the scene of biological rhythm research
like a colossus. It is a singular tribute to the qualities of Bünning as a scientist
and as a person that there will be no two opinions about the fact that he is
the pioneer and doyen of the field that is today called chronobiology. Char-
acteristically Erwin Bünning will be the first to disclaim this distinction. His
favorite quotes as remembered by his students and colleagues are “Pfeffer has
done similar things nearly hundred years ago” and “most discoveries in science
are only rediscoveries”. I successfully goaded Professor Bünning to have at least
the key findings and seminal passages of “Wilhelm Pfeffer (1845-1920)” (see
Bünning (1988)) translated into English (Pfeffers views on Rhythms, Bünning
and Chandrashekaran (1975)). He was won over by my argument that no
one today would have the patience to learn German and to rediscover Pfeffers
discoveries and findings. Bünning incidentally held the Pfeffer chair in Plant
Physiology in Tübingen 1946–1971 and has written a delightful biography of his
favorite biologist Pfeffer – alas in German.

Here Shekar reports on Bünnings life and his scientific interests and achieve-
ments. Towards the end of the article he continues:
In 1981 he was asked by the National Academy of Sciences, USA, about

“discoveries you consider most important”. His answer was Bünning all over:
“Experiments from 1928-1935 proving that certain biological 24-hr rhythms in
plants and animals are endogenous and inherited. Also proving that, under
constant conditions, the periods of these rhythms are not exactly, but only
approximately 24 hr (therefore now called circadian rhythms) . . .

10Maroli K. Chandrashekaran got his PhD in zoology at the University of Madras. Did his
postdoc work under Bünning in Tübingen, founded Indian Chronobiology at the University
of Madurai, and later after several stays in Germany and the US he became Professor at
the Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR) in Bangalore
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During those years, and later on, I demonstrated that those rhythms have
adaptive values, for example for measuring the length of days (photoperiodism)”.
This summary conforms very well with one of Bünnings own statements “what
is worth stating can also be stated briefly”. . . .

Bünnings entirely original idea that circadian rhythms act as yardsticks in
measuring seasons was first set out in a paper he published in 1936. This paper
(Bünning, 1936b)) became a “Citation Classic” of Current Contents and the
idea conveyed in it is today known as Bünnings hypothesis. . . .

5.10 Masashi Tazawa 2006: What I learned in Tübingen
Manuscript of Masashi Tazawa11

Dear colleagues!
I am glad to be able to tell you about my memories of my estimated Professor

Bünning and my early studies in Tübingen.
It was the early morning of November 10th, 1955, when I arrived at the main

station in Tübingen. Nobody was there, because I had taken an earlier train from
Stuttgart, and not the one which I had send Bünning by telegram from Genoa.
There I left the ship on the evening of November 8 after 43 days of seafaring
from Kobe to Genoa. At the station I took a cub to the Waldhäuserstraße 20.
Passing the Neckar bridge I saw the Neckar front and was fascinated by the old
fashioned buildings and the warm brown colors of their roofs. Tübingen was the
first city, which I saw in Germany, since my trains to Stuttgart were running
during the night. For a Japanese it was a surprise, to see the city without any
signs of bombing.
When I rang the bell, Frau Bünning opened the door and was surprised, to

see a Japanese. She had expected me to arrive with the car of her husband. She
called him up in the institute. Bünning arrived soon. He appeared to me as
a professor with a majestic composure, but shook my hand very friendly. He
brought me to my accommodation in the Waldhäuserstraße 27 and introduced
me to my landlady, Frau Horning. I was invited to lunch at Bünning´s house.
After the meal Bünning took me to the institute. I was introduced to Chechen
Rummer. He was a PhD student and at the same time responsible for the plant
morphology course. He guided me through the institute and afterward through
the city. Since then we are good friends, and our friendship continued after he
left Germany in 1958 for Santiago de Chile. He went afterward to San Diego in
the USA and finally after his retirement to Corvallis in Oregon, where he died
in 2004. Bünning offered me three topics; the first one was the effect of light
quality on the growth of carrot tissue cultures, the second was the analysis of the
negative phototactic behavior of Euglena and the third the effect of temperature
on the endogenous diurnal rhythm of Phaseolus. All topics were new for me,
and I experimented with much enthusiasm. When I came to Bünning, to show
him about the results of my experiments, he said schön! schön! (nice! nice!)

11Assistant and Associate Professor at the Osaka University (1977-1990), Professor at the
University of Tokyo (1977-90), and at the Fukui University for Technology (1990-2002);
since 1990 emeritus; I had asked him to send me his memories of his time in Tübingen
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and I was very proud, to hear this schön!, since I though in my bad German,
that he was complimenting my work with his schön!. One day I told Jochen
about it. His reaction was very disappointing for me. He told me, that Bünning
would tell everybody in the institute ’schön’. But today I believe, that his schön
at that time was a true schön.
One evening I came home to my housing quite drunk. A flower pot with a

green plant stayed close to the entrance to my room. I staggered and the pot
and its stand fell over. The pot was broken. At the next morning Frau Hornung
told me: “Herr Prof. Bünning has promised me, that the Japanese, whom I take,
is very polite”. Before coming to Tübingen, I had written several times letters
to Bünning. These letters were corrected by my German teacher, a woman
from Berlin. She married a Japanese, Mister Ochiai, and came long before the
outbreak of the second world war to Japan. She was kind enough, to correct
my letters to the great Professor and used extremely polite expressions. Frau
Hornung was a very religious old lady. Onces I gave her a booklet “Klein-Erna”.
I had bought it, because Bünning had recommended it. The booklet contained
many interesting stories about a little girl Erna in Hamburg. Next morning
Frau Hornung returned the booklet with a gloomy face and said: “The level of
the book it too low”. I told my Professor about it. He simply laughed and said
“nicht schön”.

One day foreign students were invited by the university for a small banquet.
My host Bünning was also there. The planned time had already passed. We
became impatient. Bünning, who was sitting at the other side of the table, took
suddenly a spoon and knocked at his cup. It was a surprise for me, to see a
professor doing this and not a student, who did this, in order to make progress
with the party. It worked immediately. The delayed process began, and we
could soon get a drink.

After leaving Tübingen in December 1957, I re-visited the city often. Bünning
asked me at this occasion always, whether I could give a lecture. He gave me the
advice: “Herr Tazawa, the shorter, the better”. After his retirement he did not
confine me anymore. Instead he stood up after my talk and remarked: “Herr
Tazawa says always, that the experiment can be done quite easily, but in reality
it is quite difficult. Only a Japanese with his great skill is able to do it”. I was
very thankful to him, that he complimented me by stressing, how difficult my
experiments were.
During his and his wifes visit in 1978 in Japan as a guest professor of the

Japanese Society for the Advancement of Science he traveled full of energy
through Japan, gave lectures at various universities and liked to discuss problems
of the biological clock with Japanese scientists. Bünning and his wife visited
us also in my house. In a relaxed situation he told me: “I can tell you a story,
which characterizes the nature of a Hamburger citizen. Hamburg is a city with
many channels. Two friends meet each morning on the bridge over one of these
channels, but they just look all day on the surface of the water, leaned with their
elbow on the bridge railing. The conversation between them consists only of
“good morning” and “good bye”. One day one of the two brings his nephew
along and introduces him to his friend. All three look at the water, as the two
have done it before. Suddenly the silence is interrupted by the young man: “Look,
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there floats a corpse!”. In the evening by saying good bye the other one says:
“Your young man speaks too much. Don’t bring him along again tomorrow.”

At the begin of my stay in Tübingen Bünning asked me for the exchange of
scientists between Japan and foreign countries after the war. “Very sparse” I
answered. In 1950, when I was in my first term at the Osaka university, Professor
Kamiya was invited to the USA. It was a big news and was published in a
leading newspaper, the Asahi. Bünning told me, that the exchange in Germany
began quite early, almost immediately after the end of the war. I realized the
difference in the re-establishment of scientific activities of the two countries.
More alarming was Bünnings remark: “Herr Tazawa, the good times in Germany
are already gone”. What he meant, was, that many excellent scientists had left
Germany and emigrated to the USA and other countries. He was very sorry
about this.

I arrived as an exchange student of the German Academic Exchange Service
(DAD) in Germany. My grant covered the expenses of my stay for a year. Since
I wanted to study for another year in Tübingen, I asked for a prolongation of
the grant. It was declined. At this time my work on the temperature effect
on the endogenous rhythm of Phaseolus had ended with results, which were
not quite clear. I asked Bünning, whether I could learn something about tissue
culture at Jacob Reinert, because I though, tissue culturing would be useful
for my future plant cell biology. Bünning agreed. When my application was
refused, Bünning told me, he would find another way. He gave me a scientific
assistant position. The payment was much better than the DAAD grant. I
was very much impressed by his generosity towards me, since I actually did not
work with him, but with Jacob Reinert, who had just come back from White´s
laboratory in the USA.

Bünnings way of helping his students was not obtrusive, but just quite natural.
My friend Jochen Kummerow has send me in 2003, one year before his death,
his recollection of Bünning. I would like to pass it on.
“During the summer of 1965 I had finished my diploma thesis at the botany

institute in Mainz. I decided, that I should finish my studies with a PhD work.
The botany institute of the University of Tübingen was quite attractive for me.
The director Prof. Bünning had a good reputation, and I decided, to visit the
botany institute and to try, whether I could perhaps begin with a PhD work under
the guidance of Prof. Bünning. After a short talk Prof. Bünning asked me, to
come back on the following Monday. I was not too optimistic in respect to the
PhD work, but went to the institute at the arranged time. How big was my
surprise, when he told me, that I could begin my work. The secretary managed
all the formalities and Prof. Bünning asked me additionally, whether I am willing
to take over smaller tasks in the institute. I liked this proposal and answered
without digression, that it would be alright with me. Then he asked furthermore
for details of my preparatory training. The course, which he offered at that time,
was very much in line with physiology, and with the help of an assistant, who
was morphologically interested, he planned to balance it somewhat. In this way I
had immediately a task. I had the best impression of the liberal and unorthodox
way, how he performed his work. One rule in his institute was, that students and
PhD candidates and all other coworkers did not need to wait in his anteroom,
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until he had time; on the other hand, administration official were received often
after having to wait for some time.”

Bünnings open way towards students, which impressed Kummerow so much,
was also stressed by Wolfgang Haupt in his talk in 1990 during a special
colloquium at the occasion of the 60th birthday of Hans Mohr. The title of the
lecture was “The Tübingen school” (see section 5.6).

I would like to tell you another story, which illustrates the humble character of
Bünning. When he finished his function as rector of the university in May 1953,
his successor said: “You acted with unostentatious objectivity and placed back
all personal points even in those cases, where only your most personal decision
turned the balance” (see subsection 5.2.1).

In 1999 I sent a letter to Haupt, asking him for his reminders of Bünning. He
recommended his “obituary” in the Botanica Acta 1991 (see section 8.1 and
Haupt (1992)) and the lecture referred to in section 5.6). In addition he sent
me his personal recollections of Bünning. If he would have been here, he could
have told these stories him self, namely the following:

1. If I wanted to meet Bünning - which was rare -, and he did not have time
at the moment, I could be assured, that he would do it as soon as possible
- not that I was called to him, but he came up the stairs to the room under
the roof, where I had my room at that time.

2. Bünning possessed a humor, which did not show up often. Per Halldal
from Norway was with us and gave a lecture. At that time English lectures
were still rare, and one apologized for talking in English. Thus Bünning
introduced him with the words: I am thankful to mister Halldal, that
he will talk to us; I thank him, that he will not use Norwegian, but has
chosen a congress language; But I am especially grateful to him, that he
has chosen as the congress language English, and not Chinese.

3. In his lecture “developmental physiology” pattern formation was a topic,
which Bünning covered quite thoroughly. There was a pattern based on
cell division (e.g. in Chara), patterns due to areas of inhibition (many
patterns of stomata, leaf primordia), but also patterns caused by chance.
The latter he illustrated by saying: “It is the same as here in the lecture
hall; here somebody is sleeping, another one just next to him, the next one
at the rear end to the left, and another one here at the front, completely
randomly distributed”, and he pointed in different directions in the auditory.
It was amusing, to see, how many students startled thereby, because they
thought, they were meant.

4. As I got my habilitation and still not have a call for a professorship,
Bünning once told my wife, that unfortunately there are at the moment
no positions available, but “we can’t just kill one, so that your husband
gets a call”.

Another part from the letter of Jochen Kummerow: “Especially popular were his
Lapland excursions. Towards the end of the summer term each year a group of
about 10 students were selected, who took part in a 10 to 12 day hike there under
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his guidance. The costs had to be covered by the students. Professor Bünning
had, however a money source, which he had used to get tents, cookware and
other useful things, to have the best possible equipment for the excursion. - The
railway ride from Stockholm to Kiruna was usually brightened by a card game.
We played for money and Professor Bünning was often the looser. During these
games he fought for each penny.”

I am writing now a book in Japanese with the title “Biological clock - the story
of Erwin Bünning”. I plan to revive and stress the contributions of Bünning
for the biological science as the discoverer of the biological clock. I have the
impression, that many chronobiologists in Japan do not read the monumental
and basic work of Bünning from 1936 (Bünning, 1936b), although they cite it in
their publications. In one of the chapters on the birth of the idea of the biological
clock I offer the complete content of the paper in the hope, that the reader
will understand the kind of thinking and the experiments of Bünning. In the
foreword I cite the paper of Colin Pittendrigh, which he dedicated Bünning to
his 60th birthday. He said: “There is hardly any doubt, that his most important
contribution, provided already 30 years ago, was the complete novel proposal,
that -what we call nowadays circadian oscillation- serves somehow as a clock and
allows the organism to react to the seasonal changes in the daily duration of light
or darkness.” In another paper, which appeared in 1993 in the Annual Review of
Physiology, he writes: “Bünning divided the (nowadays so called) circadian cycle
in a photophilic and a scotophilic half, which corresponds to what we now call
subjective day and subjective night. . . . At the begin this idea got some reception
in Europe, but almost none in the United States. That was especially true for the
1950s after the brilliant work of Hendricks and his coworkers in Beltsville, where
the pigment phytochrome was identified, which effects the photoperiodic reactions
of the green plants.” In the same paper Pittendrigh writes: “The position of
the American researchers towards Bünning occurred in 1959, when Nanda and
Hamner reported about their new and now classical experiments with soybeans.”
In the laboratory of Hamner the Japanese plant physiologist Atsushi Takimoto
obtained results by using a variety of the morning glory, which supported
Bünnings view strongly, that the circadian clock underlies the photoperiodic
control of flowering. In the following chapter I try, to summarize more recent
results of studies of the biological clock and of the photoperiodic flower formation.
Since the 1970s the biological clock got its molecular basis by the discovery
of clock genes. In this respect I admire Bünnings foresight. In an article for
the commemoration of the recently decided Bünning (ASPP Newsletter 1991)
Anton Lang says: “1953, when the molecular genetic was still in its infancy,
Bünning wrote: Those, who are interested in developmental processes . . . have
to deal with the physiology of gene activities during the ontogenesis . . . the
genetic of the future will mainly be developmental genetics.” Since the 1990s
studies on the molecular genetics of the biological clock flourish in respect to
photoperiodic regulation of flowering. The main problem is, how plants recognize
the change in the length of the day during the course of the year. Nowadays we
know, that the external coincidence model, which was first proposed by Bünning,
has been accepted by representative researchers. In 2003 Steve Kay, a leading
scientist in the USA, wrote in a review article: “What Bünning says specifically,
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is, that a circadian clock controls a rhythm in a light sensitive process, and
that photoperiodic reactions support (in longday plants), or inhibit (in shortday
plants), if the light period of a day overlaps with the most sensitive phase of this
endogenous rhythm.” The model was experimentally confirmed at the molecular
level. According to Kay in the longday plant Arabidopsis thaliana CONSTANS,
one of the genes, which regulate the flowering time, is controlled in its expression
by the circadian clock. Flower formation is only induced, if a high amount
of CONSTANS protein and Light fall together. This coincidence occurs only
under longday conditions. My book contains a chapter, which describes the life
of Bünning as a child, as a student and as an academic teacher. The chapter
contains many episodes, which have been kindly provided by his students and
acquaintances Haupt, Drumm, Mohr, Kummerow, Krause, Schilde, Baillaud,
Plesse and further persons. Finally I am presenting the reader the present state
of chronobiology in Japan. In 1993 the Japanese Society for Chronobiology
(JSC) was founded. The number of members has now reached 600. Our society
arranges annual meetings and organized in 1993 the first world congress of
chronobiology in Sapporo. In 2002 I gave a special lecture with the title “The
father of the biological clock: Erwin Bünning (1906-1990)”. Its content was
published in 2003 in the Journal of JSC. There are many active group, which
work on biological clocks in cyanobacteria, Neurospora, Arabidopsis, morning
glory, rice and photoperiodism. The chronobiology in Japan is now exactly,
what Bünning had hoped for the relation between Japan and Germany. In his
letter send to me on January 30, 1989 he writes: “Japan and Germany have
always been closely connected in science. This should remain so”.

Thank you!

5.11 Lucien Baillaud 2006: A Frenchman in the Botany
Institute in Tübingen (1952-1953)

After the war Tübingen belonged to the French occupation zone. At the begin
the French army supervised, what was going on in the industry, the universities
and so on. This was done by the military security office. The supervision was,
however, gradually reduced. This office “Office Militaire de Securite”, or O.M.S.
set in young Frenchman in the German universities.
During my military service I was lucky, to be in a situation which was

more like a “teamwork”. My head at the University of Besancon studied the
circumnutation and excitability of tendrils. He knew the grandeur of Bünning
and the esteem of Tübingen. He wrote Bünning and he agreed to receive me at
his institute.

I was in Tübingen from August 1, 1952 until March 31, 1953, afterward July
15 until October 15, 1953. I lived and ate in the French Military hospital “Amile
Roux”, (the name of a coworker of Louis Pasteurs). I had the military rank of
a hospital nurse second class, in other words no rank at all, and later of first
class. This was a somewhat better rank, but still below that of a lance corporal.
Since 7 years, after the end of the German occupation, I had hardly seen any
German. On August 1, 1952 I arrived at the Botany institute at the corner
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of Wilhelmstrasse and Silcherstrasse. I was in military uniform. I was told to
meet Professor Karl Paech. After knocking at his door I heard a “Herein”. Herr
Paech greeted me cordially. I was surprised to hear, that Professor Bünning was
in Lapland; he botanized with students; he loved the quietness of the Northern
region. Shortly afterward I was told by the O.M.S., to go to the Botany institute
in civil and not in military uniform. During the next weeks I made observations
on circumnutations of winding plants.

When Bünning returned, I explained him my situation; I told him, that I had
to send a report of my work at the end of my stay to the O.M.S.. I found it
funny, to tell him, that I formally would be a spy; he laughed, but I think it
was not a good joke. He proposed a research project: The influence of light on
the speed of growth of mays or bean plants. I measured the roots by eye and
marked it with ink. They grew in glass containers, in which light, temperature
and humidity interacted. I did not know, that Bünning sometimes proposed
projects which left the researcher complete freedom for his studies. I thought
I would waste my time with worthless measurements. But I understood, how
important it is, to do experiments under different conditions.
Than he asked me to take up again the topic of circumnutations. I worked

in the basement at almost constant temperatures. I used water bathes, a
refrigerator, and I got a clinostat, surely the one of Pfeffer. I obtained results,
which appeared to reasonable. Thereupon Bünning proposed to measure the
osmotic pressure in the vacuoles of the cells of various sides of the winding shoot;
that had been done by other researchers in Besancon.
He offered me to participate in the Handbook of Plant physiology, which

was a big honor for me. Afterward he came twice to France to take part in
congresses on biological rhythms held by the French plant physiology society.

However I belonged to an occupation army; no doubt I felt a kind of grandeur
towards the Germans, not the grandness of a winner nation, but that of a nation,
that - as I believed - could never have done the atrocities, which France felt
victim. I would have found it perhaps normal, that the Germans felt a grudge
against the intruders. I was also surprised by the sympathy of all Germans
which I met. Only once in a bus, I was in uniform, I had the impression as
one talked about me. I did not understand a bit, but heard the word “Siegerle”
(little victor), perhaps because of my small stature! Often I had the impression,
the Germans preferred the French occupation instead of the Hitler dictatorship.
Almost as they were pleased having lost the war. One Sunday, at the begin of
the university year, I went to my first concert, the Matthaeus passion of J. S.
Bach in the Stiftskirche12. It was magnificent. At the exit I met Dr.Haupt13.
We talked about the music, we had just heard. That has perhaps helped me to
regard the Germans as a civilized folk — and vice versa.

Some words about the daily life. I was amazed by the working atmosphere in
the botany institute. Even among students the word studious was a compliment.
To regard himself in France as studious would have been perhaps a badinage. At
8 o’clock in the morning everybody was at his work. At noon many stayed, for

12collegiate church
13Haupt was also in the botany institute
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instance with a bottle of milk. Many worked in the afternoon until 18 o’clock
and from Monday to Saturday. And not much time was lost with unnecessary
talks. Back in France I told this my senior associate scientist, who answered
“do not tell this our chief!”.

I took all meals in the hospital Amile Roux. Once I ate at noon in the Mensa,
the student restaurant. I remember mashed potatoes. Perhaps something else
went with it, a sausage, but I can’t remember. It was cheap. The students were
entitled a daily meal in the Mensa. I asked myself, French students would react
to such a menu. But I did not know how the rest of their food was. Certainly
the Germans at that time were not fat, not more as the French people during
the war.

Bünning invited the researchers of his institute in groups to his house. During
these gatherings one never talked about biology. Once in a year he made an
excursion for a whole day with the technical personal. I was several times invited
to him, be it a meal with the family, or with others. I was also quite touched
by the friendship of several people of the institute. For my work I got a place
in a room upstairs between two advanced students. Both received me very
friendly. One of them invited me to his parents in Pfullingen, and we stayed in
mutual consent. These two young persons and several German colleagues have
often attested, that the French or Allied were neither better nor worse than the
Germans.

Only one person in the building spoke French, namely “Zi-”, the well known
botanist Walter Zimmermann. Bünning read French quite well and understood
a bit if spoken, and this was the case also with Wolfgang Haupt. I could read
German, but spoken I did not understand it well. It improved slowly. Helmut
Ilg was quite good in Latin and used sometimes German words, which I could
fortunately understand. To speak English was never considered. At that time
scientists published their work in their own language in journals of their country:
The Germans in Germany, the Americans in America, and so on. The library
of the botany institute contained the important German English, American
journals, but no French one. Due to my advice Bünning could subscribe some.

In 1950 was an international botany congress in Stockholm, at which English
was the only official language. The next congress was planned in Paris in 1954.
The organizers agreed to accept additionally a Latin language- French. From
the begin of our encounter Bünning told me, that he regarded the omission of
German as a teasing; under these conditions he wished, that German botanists
should not participate in this congress.
I wrote the general secretary of the congress Pierre Chouard. He estimated

Bünning highly. Naive as I was, I did not know, that Chouard was much younger
as Heim, and that Heim was a member of the Academie des Sciences, which
Chouard hoped to become some day. Above all, I did not know, that Heim
was during the occupation in the resistance and that he was deported in the
concentration camp Mauthausen. He had an abhorrent remembrance, which
he describes in “La Sombre Route”, a horrifying book. I did thus not grasp
the whole context of the languages. But around November 1953 Chouard sent
me a circular addressed to all German Botanists - each congress participant
could talk in his native language and write under the condition, that this is in
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Latin letters. That was an acceptable compromises for all. Numerous German
botanists came. I was glad to meet Karl Paech again. I was content with me
that I played my role as a diplomat well.

Bünning was one of the greatest physiologists of this time; he had a remarkable
team around him. For almost a year I was lucky enough to be able to work in
Tübingen in a first class scientific institute. This has coined me decisively. I
would especially stress the friendly relations with several persons from Tübingen,
foremost Herr and Frau Bünning, and with their daughter Ilse and their son in
law Richard Franklin.14 15

5.12 Maroli Chandrashekaran 2006: Erwin Bünning
(1906-1990): A Centennial Homage

In this homage16 Chandrashekaran tells also about his time in Tübingen from
November 1964 until 1967 and later. He mentions his first impression in the
institute: The Mercedes on the small parking lot at the institute and the seven
Volkswagen beetles. The Mercedes did not belong to Bünning, as he thought,
but the janitor, Herr Schlauch. He tells about Frau Rätze, Bünnings secretary,
Ruth Kautt, the technical assistant, Zimmermann, Mägdefrau, Metzner and
Bauer, of the lecturers Richter and Nultsch and of Frau Grahle as a botanist; at
that time women were rare in science.
Bünnings “Führerbunker”, as the new building was termed, contained air

conditioned rooms in the basement. In two of the eight rooms Shekar, as we
called him, tried to keep Carcinus maenas from the Mediterranean, but had
difficulties with it. Therefore Bünning proposed (the meeting took just ten
minutes), he should work on the Drosophila eclosion rhythm and the coupled
oscillator model of Pittendrigh and Bruce on the one side and the more simple
oscillator model of Bünning and Zimmer. When the first interesting results
popped up, Bünning came each day at 7:30, to hear about the results of Shekars
day- and night experiments17. Shekar obtained convincing results, which spoke
in favor of the coupled oscillator model and Bünning understood immediately
its importance.
Shekar writes, that this time from 1964 until 1967 were the best post-doc

research years of his life in respect to adventure, creativity, and excitement.
In 1967 Shekar went back to India and worked as CSIR scientist at the

National Institute for Oceanography in Goa. From 1968 to 1970 he was Miller

14Written by Prof. Baillaud after a request of Engelmann and parts of it kindly translated by
Ilse Franklin, Basel, into German. She has the original

15Lucien Baillaud, born in 1926, died in 2018. Studied at the University of Tübingen and
Besancon circumnutations in plants. 1962 University of Clermont-Ferrand. Cofounder of
the Groupe d’études des rythmes biologiques. Publication of numerous articles including
popular onces. Thanks to his wife and his nephew, Denis Boisdon for informations. The
text by Prof. Baillaud was in French, parts of which were kindly translated into German by
Ilse Franklin, Basel

16This article appeared in the Journal of Biosciences in March 2006.
17at that time we worked still without automatic recordings and had to shake down every

third hour the eclosed flies from the bottles and count them
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Invitation Fellow in Berkeley, experienced there the social turbulence and student
unrest and yearned for the peace and tranquility of the old town and University
of Tübingen.
He returned to Tübingen, but times and the place had changed. The old

acquaintances of the student time had left, the botany institute had been
replaced by a new building on the hill, called Institute for Biology I. Bünning
became an emeritus on his 65th birthday and the search for a successor was
difficult. Berthold Schwemmle, a former student of Bünning, acted for the chair
in the difficult years from 1971 until 1974, until Achim Hager became Bünning
follower.

From Shekars report: “End of March 1971 I attended an international meeting
with Bünning and others from his group in Wageningen (see figure 5.4), The
Netherlands, on Circadian Rhythmicity. A. D. Lees of the ‘hour-glass’ model for
circadian rhythms in aphids fame, was there too with D. S. Saunders. Bünning
was chairman.

Figure 5.4. During a meeting in The
Netherlands we camped in order to save
money. Note the sooted faces: Shekar
did not yet know the game! To the left of
Shekar is Klaus Brinkmann from Bonn,
to the far left Gottfried Wiedenmann,
below two students of the Engelmann
(with lantern) team

Shekar continued: He (Bünning)
still came to the laboratory at 8 a.m
and read daily the Frankfurter Allge-
meine in the fore-noon. Afternoons
he went for long walks with his wife.
He continued to go to the University
Library Tuesday mornings and worked
on the 3rd English edition of The Phys-
iological Clock. I had the privilege of
helping him with the English. By then
I got to like Bünning’s company and
spent long hours with him chatting.
He really seemed to feel sorry to see
me leave Tübingen in 1975 with my
wife and daughter, to join the Madurai
Kamaraj University.

I would later return to Germany
several times with financial assistance
from the U.G.C. and the DAAD for
periods of six weeks. During such vis-
its I often stayed with the Bünnings.

. . . On 4th October 1990 Bünning passed away. His wife told me in 1991
that the end was peaceful.

Than Shekar tells about his time in Madurai, where he together with S.
Krishnaswamy and very good coworkers installed the School of Biological Sciences
and a new laboratory. He got through the mediation of Neuweiler in München
equipment for his studies, which helped him and his students a lot. In1978 he
and his coworkers organized a Workshop on biological oscillations in Madurai. It
was the first of this kind in India and took place from December 16 until 24. E.
Bünning, W. Engelmann, David Saunders (Edinburgh) and Klaus Brinkmann
(Bonn) were teachers from foreign countries, Vidyanand Nanjundiah from the
Center for Theoretical Studies at the Indian Institute of Science, L. R. Ganesan
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from the Madurai College and Shekar were the Indian teachers. Shekar writes:
“I was very moved to see Engelmann struggle with heavy baggage on arrival at
the airport in Bangalore. In a cardboard box he had a freshly potted Desmodium
plant, raised for our workshop in the green house of the Botanisches Institut at
Tübingen. His personal belongings amounted to a tube of toothpaste, tooth brush,
and underclothes.18

S. Krishnaswamy inaugurated our workshop and Bünning spoke on The History
of Chronobiology. We offered ‘hands on’ experiments on sleep movements in
Desmodium gyrans the Indian telegraph plant, made famous by J. C. Bose,
circadian rhythms in the flight activity of bats, wheel running activity of squirrels,
cockroach etc. The workshop was run on the lines of the German university
Grosspraktikum. I had gained some skills helping Engelmann conduct his biannual
Grosspraktika between 1972 to 1975. Every morning one of the teachers spoke
for an hour, mostly about their own work. The rest of the day was devoted to
the experiments. Of the participants three turned later to full time circadian
rhythm research, in the departments of zoology of the Banaras Hindu University,
Meerut University and Raipur University. Looking back that was reward enough
for those of us who taught in the workshop. Today chronobiology has struck
firm roots in India. The participants vastly enjoyed meeting in person David
Saunders already well known for his classic Insect Clocks and Bünning, whose
book was the bible of chronobiologists. I got Bünning to inaugurate our first
chronocubicles complex of three 8’x8’ rooms with ventilation but without windows.
At the close, from Christmas day for a whole week I traveled with the Bünnings
and Engelmann to Trivandrum, Kovalam and Thekkady. Some time during the
week Bünning said “You did the right thing in returning to your country”.

Shekar writes about Bünnings personality, his scientific achievements, his
book publications and his travels. Bünning had spent six month at the Lahore
university and six months at the laboratory of P. Maheshwari in Delhi University
in the late 1950s. Two Indian students obtained under his guidance their PhD,
one being the grandson of Maharishi Karve. Bünning was well read about the
real India and was a friend of the famous Indologist Helmut von Glasenap.
He used to mention, that the great Glasenap knew everything about religion,
philosophy and the cultural inheritance of India, but was at a loss if one asked
him what the Indians ate.
Shekar says at the end of his article about Bünnings character traits: Like

all truly great men he was a humble person. In 1981 The National Academy of
Sciences (USA) asked him about discoveries he considered most important.

His answer is a model of genuine scientific modesty. He wrote: ”Experiments
from 1929 – 1935 proving that certain biological 24 hr rhythms in plants and ani-
mals are endogenous and inherited. Also proving that, under constant conditions,
the periods of these rhythms are not exactly, but only about 24 hr (therefore
now called circadian rhythms). I made during that time also the first cross
breeding experiments with strains of different periods. During these years and

18Remark: Everything else could be bought cheaply in India. The trials, to rear the Indian
telegraph plant in Madurai, resulted in poor examples only. Therefore I took plants with
me, although it meant “to carry owls to Athens”.
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later on, I demonstrated that these rhythms have adaptive values, for example
for measuring the length of days (photoperiodism)”. Unquote. In an unpublished
hand-written piece (in my possession) he had written “I should state that my
main basic experimental results and ideas were published between 1929 and 1937.
Everything published later on was nothing but going into more details”.
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Composed by Engelmann using contributions of Bünning in Bünning (1967a)
(see section 6.1), in Bünning (1967b) (see section 6.3), Bünning (1987) (see
section 6.4) and in Bünning (1970) (see section 6.5).

6.1 Abitur1 and general qualification for university
entrance

From Bünning (1967a):

6.1.1 Questionnaire for students at the start of studying biology,
biochemistry, pharmacy, medicine in 1966:

1. Practical exercises in natural science subjects in secondary school (final
three years)2:3

a) none at all 52%
b) very small amount 33%
c) good 15%

2. Knowledge of the newest developments in biology:
a) non at all 37%
b) quite poor 38%
c) good 25%

3. Elementary knowledge in chemistry:
a) completely inadequate 49%
b) reasonably well 33%
c) well 18%

4. Conception of light quanta, light- and radio waves
a) completely inadequate 80%
b) rather poor 14%
c) well 6%

5. Overall standings (to be able to follow an introductory biology lecture)
1final secondary-school examination
2see the displayed publication for the questions
341% of the students have never looked through a microscope during school time
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a) without any special difficulties 20%
b) not hopeless 30%
c) certainly not 50%

This shows, why most students after 13 school years . . . need at least one
year to reach the overall standings as is natural after 12 years in schools with
“international level” of the Western and Eastern world.

The reasons for this serious deficit are well known: Under “general education”
one understands in the Federal Republic of Germany increasingly the confinement
to very special subjects, which were in earlier centuries regarded as important.
The engagement with the present world is considered to be unrefined, whether
it is contemporary history, or coping with modern languages, technique and
natural sciences. In other words: We try, in contrast to all other countries of the
world, fiercely to turn back time; this prevents pupils from getting a real view of
the presence, and this does not enable them to become humanists in the sense,
that they are able to master the problems of the presence and of the future.

6.2 Abitur or secondary school maturity?
From Bünning (1967b):

If a student has never heard of light quanta, who has no idea of the build-up of
water, who thinks, air contains 80% carbon dioxide or 60% carbon . . . , certainly
does not have the right basis for studying natural sciences or medicine.
I don’t see how such high-school graduates can proof themselves later as

lawyers, theologians or philosophers in contact with their environment.
We can simply not accept, that in contrast to other countries, we allow pupils

to wait for 13 years until graduation, and to leave school in such a way, that
the university study is unnecessarily extended by an average of one year.

6.3 The problem of general education
Is graduation sufficient for studies at the university? (Bünning, 1967c)
And where is the root of the malady?
1. The biologists do not want to haul out a maximum of school hours for

biology. The basis and framework for the natural science can only be
provided by physics. Dropping physics (almost 50% of the senior class
students do that) breaks the neck of the natural science teaching at the
senior classes. But here each student should be offered the opportunity, to
get to know something about modern questions of all sciences. He/she must
learn the kind of problems one deals with. Not till then he/she can claim
to be well-educated, not till then can the school fulfill its commitments, to
show their students where there are subjects which are worth to occupying
ones self for a whole life. Only in this way can the chance be increased that
graduates choose the profession of a teacher of natural sciences. Those
few, which are still trying to reach this goal, come mainly from schools
with corresponding motivations in natural science subjects.
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2. A similar evil . . . is the restricted number of hours for natural sciences
and for . . . mathematics. If one has to answer the question, what else
could be cut back, one has unfortunately to refer to taboos. Latin and
Greek . . . ancient history . . . religion . . .

3. Teaching natural sciences is here often done according to the scheme
of education in medieval cloister schools. This is forced by prescribed
curricula, juristic considerations . . . or the shortage of suitable teachers
. . .

4. To get good teachers for mathematics and natural sciences, one has to use
. . . other ways. The doubting of the educational benefit of natural sciences,
which are here common . . . is certainly not a suitable means to foster
natural science academics. One should furthermore not believe, increasing
pedagogical instructions during the time of studying and internship could
replace scientific training after the examination, which would thus 10 or
20 years later allow teachers to answer questions of interested students,
who have read about new discoveries. Mind you, a store manager can
not replace missing articles by a more intensive training in selling . . .
The school system seems apparently to be different, where the theory
of teaching becomes more and more important, whereas its praxis and
the necessity for continuous learning of, what has to be taught, gets less
important.

5. At closing it should be emphasized again: There are excellent schools
and superior teachers, also distinguished school administrations, which
promote all this. To state this is necessary in order to show, that it is
possible. That is, we should not believe, it is impossible because German
pupils and teachers are less talented, to learn in 13 school years as much
in the natural sciences and humanities for the requirements of education
for our time as in other countries in 12 years.

6.4 Looking back: Why it was easier in earlier decades
to do autonomous scientific research

After a lecture of Bünning hold in Göttingen at the 18th of December, 1986
at the occasion of awarding the honorary doctor by the mathematics-natural
science faculty of the University of Göttingen (Bünning, 1987):
Nowadays most pupils are forced to learn many details in a great deal of

subjects by heart (instruction of the teacher: For the next lesson read textbook
page x to page y). Only in this way a good note for the final can be reached,
which has become the prerequisite for the admittance to the studies. . . .

Not the teachers have to be blamed for it, but primarily the authorities, which
regulate, how the notes in the particular subjects have to be justified, e.g. by
notes of written class work, regarding textbook page x to y. The answer of some
teachers (students of mine before) towards my objections: We have to do it
this way, in order to have documents in case of law disputes. As a consequence
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many drop e.g. mathematics 1 or 2 years before the final examination, because
they have the note “very good” and this note will be in the certificate at the
end of school. In this way they reach a very good final note, are however lost
for the study of mathematics, because they won’t find the connection with the
mathematic lectures at the university, and because they are with such a good
note so to speak obligated to study medicine. This is also the reason, that many
students did not learn to handle physical or chemical equipment, and often
they did not even learn, that without good English knowledge one can’t study
natural sciences. . . .
Juristically mandated “waiting times” or lottery at the assignment of study

places . . . are another reason, to prevent in highly gifted mathematics or natural
scientist the start of research early enough. . . . Who of those researchers I have
mentioned before, would have been permitted under the conditions, as they are
nowadays juristically defined, to be allowed in time to study?

. . . I hope that one day . . . the overreaching bureaucracy and “jurisdiction”
will be replaced by fairness4: In the interest of the next generation and in the
interest of all of us.

6.5 Biology in our times
From Bünning (1970):
It is obvious, that biology in the last third of this century has added very

exciting and far reaching results in the same way as physics in the first half of
our century. . . .
Biological and medical options as mentioned in headlines or best sellers are

not revolutionary, but evolutionary at an accelerated tempo.
It was different with really cataclysmic insides in biology. Unfortunately they

are not registered by many people, because they are so revolutionizing, that
they do not fit in world views taken over, and alone for this reason neglected or
deliberately excluded in biological teaching at school. I do not want to speak
here in length of the theory of evolution; most of us have learned to live with
it in the meantime. In curricula for the secondary schools, e.g. the one for
Baden-Württemberg, one finds indeed for the 13th school year at the very end
the keyword “descendant theory”. It is accepted and not dangerous, since at
that time most students do not have biology lectures anyway by dropping it or
due to shortage in teachers . . .

Genetics is also in our curricula. But certain elementary findings of classic . . .
genetic research do not belong to the general achievements of those who call them
self educated. That is shown by daily discussions with pedagogues, sociologists,
politicians, lawyers and theologists. Again and again one experiences e.g. with
representatives of those professional categories, that their whole construction of
hypotheses is based on the assumption of Lamarck, that there exists a heredity
of acquired traits.

The statement of biologist is refused, because it does not fit in the ideological
concept . . .

4Gerechtigkeit in German
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I plead in view of this switching from one extreme ideology to the contrary
one . . . for the removal of ideology in questions, which can be answered by
natural sciences and which do therefore not belong in any way to the sphere of
world view and religion . . .

But there are findings in biology, which . . . would be able to scatter world
views. . . . In biology it was reckoned for centuries with mystic factors. For
a long time philosophers and also many biologists thought, the processes in
organisms are driven by forces, which are comparable with human will and spirit.
. . .
It is, however, the task of biology, to find for each physiological process the

responsible physical and chemical factors. The modern molecular biology has
started to tackle this task successfully and has thereby put a final stroke under
the Aristotelian, under the mystic biology. . . . It was Watson and Crick, who
found the famous model of the genetic substance, the DNA. They detected the
double helix . . .

Of course with this final expulsion of the ghosts from the biological research
it is not claimed, there is no psyche, no spirit; but these phenomena are not
subject of physiological research . . .
The living on in the behalf of Aristotle . . . shows up generally in the fact,

that the written word is still higher estimated among us as the results of natural
sciences . . . “humanities” means for many people the finer and nobler, although
there is more of exact Geisteswissenschaft, namely Mathematik, in a Diesel
locomotive or in the quantum theory as compared to the trials for centuries
of many philosophers, to proof the investigations of life by the exact natural
sciences to be impossible . . .

I have named a few aspects of biology, which should be known by every body,
who claims to understand our present age or who as a politician, sociologist,
politician, lawyer, theologists plays an important part in forming our society
for the tasks of the next centuries. This should not be a complete catalog of
the biology curricula demanded for the schools. The botanists container and
butterfly nets typical for the classic education in biology could be reduced for it.
As far as the importance of biology for humans is concerned, many people

think first of all of the fight against the hunger in the world. However, this is
not mainly a problem of biological research, but a social-political problem of
the realization of what can be done already nowadays according to the status of
research. What is the sense, to increase with much effort the agricultural crops
in the rich countries, if it results in growing butter- and cereal accumulations, if
increasing subsidiaries for the agriculture lead to the slow poisoning of birds, fish
and humans by pesticides such as DDT? We are dealing with the preconditions
for a reasonable living together of humanity. For this end belongs also from the
standpoint of a biologist, that we learn, to use biological laws not as guide posts
for our human goals, but instead as means for realizing the goals, which we have
to set by using our rationality. Our goal has to be “humanism” in the broadest
sense of this word, our means to reach the goal “realism”. We do, however, often
use biological laws not as such means, but instead as guide posts. For instance, if
we conclude from the struggle of life in nature, we have continuously to fight and
destroy each other, or if we conclude from the insemination of an egg cell and
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the development of an inseminated egg cell to one or more embryos, as many of
the egg cells have to be inseminated and to develop into embryos, as is possible
in the frame of the biological possibilities. This biologistic, anti-humanistic
copying from the brutal and wasteful working nature leads, as we know, to war,
overpopulation, hunger and misery. . . .
What can we expect from our future biologist and medical people? At most

one third of our students have been offered at school subjects, which are in other
countries indispensable prerequisite for a 19 year old biology student . . . Of
our freshman in biology in the 13rd class 50% did not have physics, 65% no
chemistry. In the 12th class the situation is similar. And for the other students
the teaching was so sparse, that only 6% of our graduates, which want to study
biology, can say more about the man, who is pictured on our 2-Mark coins,
as his name Max Planck. But this coin is doomed to be withdrawn from the
market, which avoids awkward questions.

. . . Most students need one to two terms, to catch up the most important of
what the school has withhold thanks to the decisions made 9 years ago by our
ministers of education . . .
Education in one or another world-view, depending on whether one is born

East or West of the iron curtain, and in which princedom the ancestors of the
children lived a few centuries ago, is not the proper preparation for the year
2000. The questions ahead of us are not occidental or European, but world
problems. And the majority of the presently living people refuse, to see these
problems solved as defined by the occidental culture. The often cited right of
education means therefore primarily the right, to get to know the present world,
in order to construct the coming one . . .

A word to the excuse for the shortage of teachers. It was inevitably fortified
in the Saarbrücken agreement of the ministers of education by the fear of the
modern world or by its inability to understand it. No physicist or chemist likes
to go as a teacher in the secondary school, if he is told, that he is more or less
superfluous in the higher classes, and if one allows students, to make him even
more superfluous by dropping voluntarily the topics which seem to be difficult
for them . . . Now it would be . . . necessary, that the ministers of education . . .
come up with something, which makes the teacher profession more attractive
for those, which not only get up the energies, to avoid, that students drop the
topics in school which are assumed to be difficult such as mathematic, physics
and chemistry, but that they even choose these subjects for an university study.
. . . . Of course, one should thereby also consider the quality. This should

include a reform of the curriculum for teacher candidates. This depends on the
other side on a reform of the curriculum at the schools. It is not easy: We have
tried recently, to achieve in the ministry of Baden-Württemberg, that the classic
botany is somewhat reduced in the education of teacher candidates, which want
to engage instead of it more intensively with genetics. Answer: “We regret
to tell you, that the proposed change would not fulfill the edict of the ministry
of education concerning the scientific examination for the teaching degree for
secondary schools”. The wording be our post guide, from the scripts of Aristotle
until the edicts of the presence! And wording stays in our country solid and
steadfast like German oaks.
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Composed by Engelmann from: Bünning (1940) (see section 7.1); Bünning
(1944) (see section 7.2); Bünning (1947) (see section 7.3); Bünning (1953c) (see
section 7.4); Bünning and Müssle (1951) (see section 7.5); Bünning (1951) (see
section 7.7); Bünning (1954) (see section 7.8).

7.1 Short report about my journey through
North-Sumatra

During my one year stay in Java and Sumatra I had . . . the opportunity, to
undertake longer journeys in the areas of North-Sumatra called Atjeh. These
regions are, because of the still existing hostile attitude of the natives and
because of the difficult accessibility only seldom visited by natural scientists,
and if, never without military protection; long ranges are until now completely
unknown.
During my travels the forces of nature, hindrances of the jungle and the

mountains, torrential flood waters during the rainy season were of greater
challenges as the inhabitants, although I abstained from military protection for
a better movability . . .

My equipment consisted basically only of sleeping bag, tent square, cameras
and some scientific instruments. As food i used like my carrier and leader
rice as well as fruit and herbs found in the wilderness . . . (see figure 7.1)

Figure 7.1. Bünning with his carriers in
Sumatra

From the Blang-Kedjeren I under-
took with a few carriers a trek in the
uninhabited area around the Löser
mountain. We forced our way by using
game trails and rivers with the help
of the bush knife. We had to cross
several 2000 to 2200m high mountain
chains, to reach our target . . .

In the woods and on the tops I had
the opportunity to get familiar with
the life conditions and the physiolog-
ical peculiarities of the plants.
Of the more spectacular animals I

mention the rhinoceros, the paths of
which in the woods are also always
welcomed by humans. Furthermore the Oran-Utan . . . black Gibbon . . .

During my travels in the areas Northwest of Blang-Kedjeren with the Gajo
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central mountains I also reached parts with only few and small human sett-
lements. The landscape here offers, however, more diversity. . . .
In the area around the lake Tawar Pinus merkusii is so plentiful, that the

woods are used to obtain turpentine. . . .
At the North-East coast the Mangrove zone is partly quite extended; it extends

5 to 10 km into the interior land . . .
In Atjeh I had the opportunity, to observe in the woods closer to the mangrove

larger elephant herds. Under favorable conditions one can come close to the
elephants, who have an astonishingly low sight, by less than 30 steps without
being seen. The elephant is nowadays protected in Sumatra, although it can
cause considerable damage occasionally, as I have witnessed on plantains in
South Sumatra. By the way, the planter can protect himself against those
damages quite well, if he takes into account the position of the paths while
installing the plantation. According to observation during many years in South
Sumatra these paths are namely only rarely replaced by new onces . . .
In the parts of the sea between Nias, the Banjak islands, the island Simalur

and the coast of Sumatra I had plenty of opportunities, to get to know the
animal- and plant life of the tropical sea.

7.2 Botanical observations in Sumatra
7.2.1 Biology of the Dipterocarpaceae woods
Ecological studies in Sumatra could demonstrate, how premature it is, to
generalize our knowledge of the life conditions in the Indomalayen rain forest,
which came mainly from the mountain woods of Java. Some of the peculiarities
of the woods in Sumatra are caused by the geological structure insofar, as at the
surface older, mostly acidic, high-silica rocks predominate, whereas the surface
of Java is composed mainly of young volcanic or tertiary nature. Additionally
the abundance in rain is in some parts of Sumatra especially high, and the
regularity in the occurrence of the amount of rain during the various months
can be much more pronounced as compared to the always wet parts of West
Java which are rich in rain.

These peculiarities allow for instance the growth of the large Dipterocarpaceae
woods in Sumatra, which are bound to high and consistent amounts of rain as
well as to acidic soil. Such conditions are in many parts of Sumatra so well
realized, that one can find there even at altitudes up to 1000m woods, which
are mainly made up of Dipterocarpaceae . . .
The Dipterocarpacea woods do not show the non-uniform structure, which

have often been regarded as essential for the tropical rain forest; instead the
crowns can form a rather uniform closed roof, since all crowns are formed more or
less in the same way, and since the differences in the hight of the stem are not as
large as they are in the mixed rain woods. Therefore the Dipterocarpaceae woods
are not only especially dark, but the differences in brightness of neighbored parts
is much smaller as it is in the more mixed woods . . . The ground vegetation
can be quite sparse or is even completely missing . . .
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Most of the Dipterocarpaceae belong thus to the plants, which did not adapt
at all to the seasonal change between a favorable and an unfavorable time of the
year. This does not mean, that an internal rhythm is here completely absent.
But the internally pursuit resting period is much to short for allowing a thriving
in periodically dry climate. One does see regularly in the Dipterocarpaceae
single branches in rest; but this resting period can be found also in dryer areas,
so that in such parts the internal periodicity of whole twigs is synchronized
and the whole tree can be almost completely bar, but even then the resting
period comes to an end already after a few weeks. . . . One could look at the
Dipterocarpaceae . . . as plants, where the internal periodicity . . . has not
adapted to the permanently wet areas due to a low mutability.

7.2.2 Flower biology of Rafflesia
Since the flower biology of the Rafflesia lacks clarity, I have in North-Sumatra
build my camp several times in the immediate vicinity of the flowers . . . and
the flowers (diameter 50 to 70 cm) observed for several days (see figure 7.2).
The life duration of the flowers was longer as usually supposed; from the
onset of opening it took 6 to 8 days, until the flower started to die; the open-
ing itself advanced during this time more and more, upper and lower side
of the perianth grew during this time by several centimeters. The continu-
ation of the flower opening occurred almost only in the evening and during
the night; during the day I did not notice any growth. Parallel to the in-
crease in growth in the evening the smell increased. Likewise the onset of the
opening of the buds occurs according to my observations always during the night.

Figure 7.2: Rafflesia flower

The flowers . . . were visited by in-
sects, mainly flies; together with the
increase in smell the number of vis-
its by flies increased in the evening,
at times hundreds of flies were on
the flower at the same time. That
the insects approached directly the
white area of the stigmata I have never
seen, they stayed, however, almost al-
ways for several minutes in the flow-
ers, crept to all parts and touched fre-
quently the stigmata. By marking individual flies I found, that they are able to
find in a few minutes a second one, 200 to 300m away from the first one.

7.2.3 Root formation in moor trees
At the East coast of Sumatra the conditions for forming moors are not too
seldom present (provided limestone is absent and the ground water level is high).
Under the trees one finds partly the same genera and species, which live also in
the bog forest, which follows the mangrove upcountry. Eugenia, Canarium and
Myristica form often the main part. At some places larger trees are missing.
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There Euphorbiaceae and Myrtaceae, Melastoma, Pandanus and Gleichenia
form a brushwood. Occasionally one finds even completely free areas with some
grasses and mainly Cyperaceae (Cyperus, Fimbristylis); ferns are also found,
whereas one hardly finds mosses.

Allover one can see besides numerous buttress- and prop roots, which exist
at almost every tree, many roots such as the one of Sonneratia or Avicennia
growing vertically out of the soil; they reach a hight of 20 to 30 cm; knee-like
roots are also quite numerous. Very strange is also another root formation, which
I have never found in any wood of Sumatra so plentiful and strongly expressed as
in this moor wood. These are roots, which were properly described by Koorders
as brushlike. In most trees of the genera mentioned above unbranched roots
grow out of the stems in clusters; according to Troll they are crests of lateral
roots, which emerge from a primary air root that died off early. These “brushy
air roots” keep the vertical orientation to the stem surface for a long time; not
before they reach older stages they grow more irregular. They are often bend
downward, but that does not seem to be due to a geotropic retuning, but caused
by its own weight. From the orientation of these roots one gets rather the
impression, that they grow ageotropic and not diageotropic.

. . . The significance of the vertical growth direction out of the soil is realized
easily, at least one may say so, that these roots fulfill in the moor soil low in
oxygen the same function as the air roots of the mangrove plants in the mud
low in oxygen. . . .
But which function should we contribute to the brush roots growing out of

the stems of the moor trees? In mangrove plants such root formations have also
been observed repeatedly, though not as regular and plentiful . . .
. . . I could not find another explanation as that the roots serve the uptake

of water. The necessity of such a function seems at first unlikely in the moor
location, is, however, well compatible with the fact, that our moor plants too
suffer for several reasons often under difficulties to get water. . . .

In dry air large parts of the brush roots are colored white, that is, filled with
air. Under rain the air is completely superseded, and the roots appear dark
colored. . . . Judged from the ecology of the water balance we could compare
the moor trees with epiphytes. This finding might prompt us to ask, whether
perhaps the air roots of mangrove trees, which grow out of the soil, might serve
also the water uptake besides their further tasks. . . . The water uptake must
be eased considerably, if the plants are able to uptake water during the flood
with the roots growing out of the water.

7.2.4 Zonation in the mangrove area
The informations concerning the more seaward and more landward located zones
in the mangrove are contradictory in some points; most notably there is not yet
a uniform concept of the causes of these preferences. Mainly . . . the differences
in the salt concentration are ascribed a special importance. . . .

After the observations which I have briefly summarized here I might say, that
the zonation in the mangrove belt is not decisively connected with the different
salt content of the particular zones. More important are the various requirements
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of the physical and chemical properties of the soil and of the acidity of the
water. These relations might partly be connected with the different oxygen
requirements of the roots. . . .

7.2.5 New locations of Matonia pectinata
In Sumatra one finds more often as in Java ferns, which need a high light
intensity, thus avoiding the shadow of the wood, but need also a high humidity.
Such conditions are realized in some parts of Sumatra. To these ferns belong
e.g. Dipteris conjugata, which stands out immediately by its peculiar form of
the frond. I have seen often in Northern Sumatra between altitudes of 1500 to
2000m very large populations of this peculiar fern. Under similar conditions
as in the case of Dipteris conjugata there growths another remarkable fern:
Matonia pectinata. The family of the Matoniaceae is, as is well known, like the
Dipteridaceae mostly extinct; we know nowadays only a few representatives
in South-Malacca, North-Borneo and Amboina (Moluccas). Up till now no
Matoniaceae from Sumatra were known so far, but they are found in the
small island groups between Singapore and the Sumatra East coast . . . In the
mountains around the Alas (North-Sumatra) I have seen several times Matonia
pectinata, namely always in altitudes between 1000 and 1800m. Never were
the ferns in completely open and therefore dry locations, but always close to
(though out of) the woods. It needs like Dipteris conjugata much light as
well as a continuously high humidity. During the more dry parts of the day
Matonia is often seen slightly withered. Apparently the possibilities to reduce
the transpiration are imperfect, even more than in other ferns. . . .

I don’t think it is correct -or at least not quite correct- if one tries to explain
the small extension of the present areas of the Dipteridaceae and particularly
the Matoniaceae with the assumption, that these families are used to a warmer
climate. In this case the ferns should avoid the altitude. The present distribution
is limited not so much by their temperature requirements, but more by the
simultaneous demands for light and humidity.

7.3 In the woods of North-Sumatra
Bünning traveled in 1938 to Sumatra. For the purpose of it he writes:

I do not have the intension, to treat in this report any of the questions
comprehensive; instead, observations should be dealt with and suggestions
communicated. To me it seemed to be necessary to describe the journey in some
detail. Each botanist, who has not yet been in the tropics, knows, how difficult
it is, to get a truthful picture. The reason for this is, that only a few botanists
have indeed been in touch with the tropical nature for a longer time . . .

I traveled on purpose in areas, which are far away from the inhabited locations
and in which even natives have never or only seldom penetrated. As the travel
time I have not only - as is often done - chosen the months with the lowest rain
fall, but stayed even in the seasons with the highest precipitation for weeks in
the jungle and the mountains. As travel victuals for this expedition in untouched
areas, which will stay in the center of my presentation, I have not carried any
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tinned food and other “European” food along, but lived by the food, which the
natives get from their fields or out of the woods; in this way I learned much,
what I otherwise would have missed. . . .

The equipment of these expeditions consisted, besides rice and tea, only of a
sleeping bag, tend, cooker, camera and several scientific instruments. The scien-
tific instruments were galvanometer, among it a special one of Zeiss, glass color
filter of the Schott company, thermoneedles, thermometers, simple equipment
for orienting assimilation-, respiration- and transpiration recordings, as well as
some chemicals. . . .
If I report in the following pages also travel impressions, which are hardly

connected with botany, I believe, that I can increase the interest in such journeys
in young botanists, and perhaps such a report might promote the interest in
botany in one or the other reader . . .
The journey lasted from June 1938 until July 1939 . . .
The book is displayed.
Especially interesting is for me (Engelmann) chapter IV. In the Northern

Barisan mountains 1. In the Lösers terrain. For instance page 76 below until
page 78 top, page 79 middle until page 80 middle, page 81 top until page 81
bottom, page 84 top until page 86 top.

7.4 To see Indonesia again
If one wants to characterize Indonesia nowadays correctly, one has to speak first
of Indonesia during the pre-war time.
(At first Bünning compares the situation in 1938 during his first visit in

Indonesia with the situation during his journey at the begin of the 1950s: The
bureaucracy and the number of officials has increased a lot (visa, passport,
customs, control of foreign currency, money exchange), traveling and cost of
living are much more expensive, the country has become more insecure (assaults,
looting). He mentions the difficult time during the occupation by the Japanese
in the second world war and the inner combats in Indonesia. He tells about the
big dominance of Chinese merchants).

. . . Need, riots, robber bands and so on distress the everyday life, but one
should not judge the country only by this. One should not forget, that perhaps
1% of the population cause such trouble, that one might speak of a general
demoralization, but that the remaining 99% present the folk.
The more one departs from the highly populated cities, the more one is

reminded of the country, as it used to be before the war. Of course, even far
away at lonely villages one might suddenly stay at a remote street in front of a
toll gate, which is guarded by 3 to 4 villagers and it is a good idea to pay the
charged toll, because the police can’t help. And to travel in a bus is sometimes
a bit dangerous, but in most cases it works.

But even in Java, the most unsettled among the Sundas islands, are territories,
in which one can live as save as in earlier times. I could there, accompanied
by a porter, peacefully walk through the fields and villages. Farmers work as
before with their primitive plows and hoes on the paddy fields, they set each
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plant individually in the sump and still harvest each spike separately. The water
buffalo underline and add to this peaceful image, especially if on its back a
Javanese boy lies, who sleeps on the grazing animal or smokes his self rolled
cigarette. Even more this old nature continuous to live on the volcanoes, without
which neither the image of the landscape nor the wealthiness of Java is thinkable.
And here dominates still nature, not man. Here are the remnants of the woods,
which covered some decades ago, before the population jumped up to the 40
or 45 million people, the island Java in the same way as it is still today in
Sumatra or Borneo. And the 30 volcanoes, to which the land owns its fertile soil,
and which has to nourish on some places 400 people on one square kilometer,
continue to be active.
For a longer time I stayed in the mountain garden Tjibodas, the pretty

outstation of the famous garden of Bogor, which survived the war and time
after the war without being harmed. However, Tjibodas is not remote enough
to be save for assaults. I could not stay there over night, and during the months
of my visit the station was repeatedly attacked by gangs, and shortly before a
garden master from Switzerland felt victim to one of them. From this station I
climbed again the 3000m tops of the Gedeh and the Pangerango. During the
first hours of the ascend it was somewhat eerie in this area which is regularly
sought by gangs. The three policemen which protected me, could not have done
much with their automatic pistol in case of emergency. The night in the woods,
in about 2500m altitude between the two peaks reminded me of many nights
in the wilderness of Sumatra. But the unpredictability was now of another
kind. In Sumatra one had to keep the fire going as a protection against tiger
and elephants; now it had to be kept small, in order not to attract the more
dangerous humans. One could hardly think of sleep, and one looked carefully
for the gaps, which could have offered escape into the protective darkness of the
wood. But in higher altitudes I could be unconcerned. Here dominated only the
solitude of the wood. Many paths through the wood were, by the way, burned
after an eruption of the volcano, and it was quite cumbersome to cleave a way
through the remnants of trees and ash fields.

One morning, while visiting another part of Java, the whole area was covered
with white-gray ash. The Kelut in East Java had erupted, many hundred
kilometer away, and so quickly, that the observation post, which had to watch
the crater day for day since years, could not bring themselves in safety. The
green of the woods, of the patty fields and the tea plantain were covered with a
dense gray layer until the next rain. There were no further human victims of
this outbreak, because -due to earlier experiences- the crater wall was pierced,
to prevent the formation of a large crater lake; the 5500 victims of an eruption
in 1919 were not killed by lava flow and ash rain, but by huge amounts of sludge
and stones, which were carried along by the 40 000 000 square meter of the
crater lake.
In the same way as the nature of the mountains and woods has remained

unchanged, the nature of the people stayed unaltered. They are, except those
1%, peaceful. If their talents are pushed in the right channels, they will make
Indonesia to a rich country, perhaps the richest one in the world. Thereby the
treasures of nature . . . will help them . . .
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Those, who have seen and experienced it, love it, and he understands, why
even Europeans like so much to live in the surrounding of this nature and those
people. It is a country, in which beauty is not only seen on a grand scale, but
also in the simple bamboos huts. Every friend of the young Indonesia hopes, that
the attending ills of the so suddenly reached freedom will soon be eliminated.
This hope is fully justified.

7.5 The salt mountains in Pakistan
Between Lahore, the capital of the Pundjab belonging to Pakistan, and Peschawar,
the city at the foot of the famous Kyberpass, is an about 250 km long, still
only little explored mountain chain, called salt mountains or salt ranges. These
mountains lie away from the main traffic routes. Only the salt- and coal mines
at the Southern rim of it can be reached relatively easy. For somebody from
middle Europe it is unimaginable, how primitive even today coal mines can be:
simple tunnels lead into the mountain, through which one has to feel ones way
in a bend down position under scarce illumination. The coal is of bad quality;
but Pakistan needs it now much more urgent as before; the reason is the tension
with India, which possesses better coal sources.

To reach the more remote parts of the salt chains one has to commit one
self to a camel or to one of the small local horses. But such a tour is worth it.
During the horse ride under the blazing heat of the sun together with a small
group of locals over the white, brown or deep red rocky hills and through the
remote settlements with their colorful dressed inhabitants I often asked my self,
whether all this is reality or just a fairy tale of “1001 night”. The camel caravans
added to these fabulous pictures as well as the group of woman, who carried
clay jugs - often two to three on top of each other - on their head, making their
march to the wells many kilometers away from the village. In the villages we
had to ride through small, angled alleyways, which are flanked by 2 to 4m high
clay walls. The ways are partly so small, that the oncoming people have to press
them self to the clay walls, to give the rider place.
The salt mountain reaches an altitude of only about 1500m, is thus a dwarf

in comparison with the neighboring Himalaya. . . .
Some parts of the mountains are rich in salt. . . . In these areas are also

some large lakes, in which the salt is solved up to being saturated, so that not
even sea fish could live here. In the dry season a broad edge of several hundred
meters of a seam of crystallized salt of the seas surrounds it. The salt deposits
are even large enough for a considerable export.
Today only small parts of the salt mountains are covered by a moderate

wood. Here and there one finds a few wimpy olive trees and acacia. The
olives are damaged by the camels and goats of the mountain dweller to such
an extent, that they remind one of the adventures figures, which the gardener
occasionally magically performs from a boxwood. There are two further genera
which are not familiar to us which contribute to the scrubby woods: Dodonea (D.
viscosa, a representative of the tropical family Sapindaceae) and Gymnosporia
(G. Royleana out of the Celastraceae family, to which our European spindle tree,
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Evonymus europaeus, belongs). Among the bushes, which are mostly spiny and
thorny, as well as among the herbs, many of which survive the long dry season
only as bulb or tuber, one finds again a number of genera familiar to us. There
is for instance the tragacanth Astragalus psilocentrus belonging to the legume
family and a tulip (Tulipa stellata), the leaves and flowers of which protrude
from small rock clefts in the same way as an iris (Iris aitschisonii). Furthermore
a delicate liliaceous plant (Merendera persica) enlivens a bit the otherwise naked
rock. One has to knock open tediously the rock, if one wants to reach the
onions or bulbs of the unpretentious colonizer which sit 10 to 20 cm below the
surface. At some places one of the plants related to our snapdragon family
(Scrophulariaceae), Adhatoda vasica, an Acanthaceae, forms dense populations.
Porcupines and jackals belong to the most common animals which live here.

The forestry administration tries to install larger woods again in the salt chains.
But for the time being one will not achieve more than merely a containment
of the destruction, which goes on since centuries. As allover in Pakistan and
India, here too humans destroy the woods. Even worse as compared to the
cutting of trees for getting fire wood is the grazing of livestock, which leaves no
bush unmolested. Only with much trouble the forestry administration is able to
prevent at least in some areas the arrival of cattle and goats. . . .

For agriculture is hardly any space left. . . .

7.6 Step-, sand- and salt desserts in the river basin of
the Indus

If one looks at a plant geography map of the earlier British-India, that is the
two new dominion Pakistan and India, one would think, the largest part of this
subcontinent is covered by woods, by woods greened by rain, and by savanna, at
the Malabar coast and in Bengal furthermore of evergreen rain forests. Only in
the Northwest of the country exist steppe and desserts, and most of it belongs
now to Pakistan.
But this map shows only, how it looked decades and centuries ago or how

it would look like, if humans would not use so much of the soil for agriculture
and if thereby not so much soil would be spoiled. Even there, where our plant
geographic maps show desserts, existed even in historic times forests.

I have covered with the air plane 12 000 km over Pakistan and India, addition-
ally some thousand kilometers by the trains or by car, finally also extended rout
lengths by foot. One sees during such journeys allover densely populated country,
cities and villages, fields, steppe and desserts; in the East, especially in Assam,
also forests, otherwise occasionally some small spots of woods. But even in the
mountain areas, which are reachable more easily, in the mountain edges of the
Himalaya up to an altitude of about 3000m, in the romantic border mountain
between Pakistan and Afghanistan as well as in other mountain chains one finds
mainly only bar rocks or a few poor fields. Often one is glad for a relief to come
across some brakes or a few tamarinds, Salvador or similar, undemanding, and
hardly shadow presenting trees. The forest has been destroyed, wherever man
could do it without to much difficulties. Only 3% of the whole surface of West
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Pakistan is still covered by forest.
But something else can be seen: obliterated land! Of course, we often hear

about soil erosion in America and also in some other parts of the Old World.
But this extent is frightening. If we look e.g. at the fertile Punjab (i.e. five river
land: Five rivers run through it, which become later the Indus). In Punjab . . .
are 1/5 to 1/4 of the surface destroyed by erosion to such an extent, that people
in this area can hardly do anything else as running brickworks. The same part
of the area, which is here occupied by forest, is there taken up by destroyed soil
. . .
Once ago, but still in historic times, there existed here extended forests.

Then the wood was utilized. At least partly fertile fields were generated. As
long as artificial irrigation is sufficient, large harvests of wheat, rice, mays,
cotton, oranges and many other valuable products are obtained. Some of the
devastated areas are utilized again by people in careful maintenance and in
further development of the irrigation system. But in other places the erosion
spreads further. . . . (man) allows cattle, goats, donkeys and camels to destroy
the smallest plant growth very rapidly. But the naked soil, which is not hold
together by the mesh-work of plant roots, is blown away or washed away by
rain. . . . Sure, one tries to re-forest it and declares each year a day of planting
trees, where everybody should plant a tree in the soil. But what do admonitions
help in a nation, which consists of more than 90% illiterate, which starves and
which still uses primitive wooden plows to handle the meager soil? And the
population increases continuously and in a frightening speed! Everybody tries
to get the ultimate out of the soil for him self and his children. He has to allow
goats and cattle to bare-feed everything; otherwise his children would not have
the chance, to belong to the third of the Indian mankind, which will reach an
age in the thirties. and the next but one generation? Allah is mighty. He will
eventually find a way. Inschallah!

In the southwest part of the Indus river area, where the large Indian desserts
are, up to the Arabian gulf at Karachi, it rains only 8 to 10 days in a year, and
not more than 100 to 200mm are falling. Here the destruction of the former
vegetation had to end up in a sand dessert, in which only a few plants scrape a
sparse living. . . .

In the upper part of the Indus river area, that is in Punjab, it rains a bit more.
Here are at least 20 to 30 days of rain, and on these days it rains so heavily, that
it amounts to an annual average of 500mm. Then the big floods occur, which
often cause many death tolls among people and big damages in the domiciles . . .
The amount of rain falls is, however, sufficient, to wet the rocks internally. Salts
are formed, which reach during the seasons with poor rain because of the strong
evaporation the surface. Here it crystallizes, and a layer of several millimeter
thickness of snow white common salt, soda and sodium sulfate is formed. Only
a few specialists among the plants, some grasses and a few species from genera,
the representatives of which we know only from the coasts of the sea, find here
adequate life conditions.
But even in the salt- and sand desserts one meets almost allover people

with their goats, donkeys, and camels. One can walk troublesome for many
kilometers in the glowing sun through the loose dessert sand without finding a
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single scarce dessert plant, which does not show damage caused by animals. A
wimpy existence, not only for the dessert plants, but also for the people and
their livestock! Many a beast dies. The fallen animal does not lay long there.
The vultures are quickly present. The jackal search during the night for what is
left; each night I heard them howl in the vicinity of the tent.

Some soil samples, which I took in the sand dessert, show, that the minerals,
which the plants need, are by all means still present. Only water is missing.
Artificial irrigation could well allow the existence of fields and even forest. It is,
mind you, the territory of the highly developed Indus civilization, the zenith
of which was between 2500 and 1500B.C and which we got to know well only
since 1921 due to the findings of Mohenjo-Daro.
Pakistan does realize the problems, which are caused by the destruction of

large areas of the country, and it sees the increasing difficulties due to the
growing population. Again and again the newspapers point to these imperatives.
If at least the further destruction could be stopped, much would be accomplished.
Important is also a peaceful relation to the neighbor India, since many of the
necessary tasks, especially the further development of the irrigation systems, can
only be done together as a fact oft nature. . . . The climate of West Pakistan is
by all means so excellent, that large areas of the country could become one of
the best of the earth, if the cultivation and maintenance of the soil is taken care
of.

7.7 In the Chittagong-Hill-Tracts
. . . My destination was the Chittagong-Hill-Tracts East of Chittagong, in the
northern parts of farther India. Here I wanted to celebrate the reunion with the
tropics and continue my botanical studies, which I had started before the war
in Java and Sumatra. There was no disappointment: The war left the tropical
nature and the people untouched. It tropic landscape, which I was looking for,
appeared at once best. . . .

. . . But virtually the Hill-Tracts . . . can be reached only by the water ways.
The main traffic takes place only on the rivers, primarily on the Paraphernalia,
which comes from the heart of the Hill-Tracts and flows near Chittagong in
the Bengal bay. Through dense woods and grass covered hills the river loops
slowly towards the coast. It carries the small boats, in which the people bring
jute and cotton, grass for covering roofs and other products of the people in
the mountains to the coast in journeys, which take days. The apes are used
to this traffic, which exists since centuries and stay quietly at the banks, while
the boats pass by; they enjoy a banana, which is thrown toward them. In the
night the open fires on the boats add to the magic of the tropic night. The
rhythmic creak of the rudder mixes with the animal sounds in the forest. Tree
stems, especially the huge stems of the teak wood, and mighty bamboo flows
swim down the river. These woods and bamboo are the main wealth of the
Hill-Tracts.

The formidable bamboo forests belong to the most impressive of this area; 50
or 100 km, often even further, one can hike on small paths through this area,
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without seeing anything else besides bamboo. It appears like a huge cereal field
with 20 to 30m high halms. They are so dense, that there is no light at the
bottom for herbs or bushes. The only change is given by the bamboo collectors,
who cut the strongest one and carry them to the rivers, where they are put
together to rafts. Seldom, in intervals of about 30 to 35 years, the bamboo is in
flower, but then in the whole area. Huge bamboo woods, covering thousands
of square kilometers, are simultaneously in bloom. Afterward the root stock
is exhausted; the plants die off allover. But of the billions of seeds the birds
leave enough, that the bare range is soon covered by seedlings, which grow up
as uniformly as the halms of a wheat field, and which get old at the same time
in the same way, only much more slowly. Therefore all of them will flower again
in the same month about 30 years later. If one takes a piece of its root stock
out and cultivates it in an European greenhouse, the plant will flower there in
the same year as the sister plants in the jungle, as confirmed repeatedly.
Every time after flowering and seed formation the bamboo can extend its

habitat considerably; people help in doing so. . . .
(here the fire clearance of the bamboo is described)
But in spite of this there is still an extended, original tropical deciduous forest

present, forest with valuable wood, with the epiphytes, especially orchids, with
the underwood of Zingiberaceae, Araceae and palms, with the climbing Rotan
palms, Araceae and ferns, which characterize the tropical forest of Asia.
(here the teak wood planting is described)
How happy I and my wife disposed such a solely living Bengali Forrester,

while we shared with him for some weeks the bungalow and the struggle with
mosquitoes and sand flies. In the evening we sat together on the veranda, while
a servant fanned air towards us with a big fan, which was manipulated with a
rope, and listened to the voices of the forest. We heard the elephants, braking
through the woods on the other side of the river, swimming through the river
and passing our bungalow close by. We learned to estimate the daily rice in the
same way as the unfiltered, only boiled, turbid water from the Paraphernalia
and its small tributary, the Kaptai.
The people . . . their possession is small, but here one does not meet the

poverty, which characterizes the cities of India and Pakistan. The forest and the
primitive fields offer everything they need: Bamboo for constructing housing
and to earn some money, rice and fruit for the daily food, cotton for the yarns,
which are spun in each cottage by the woman. What a difference between the
diligence, the peace, the tidiness and the beauty here in the remote mountain
villages, and the turbulence, the dirt, the noise and the beggars laying in the
sludge of the streets in Chittagong! . . .

7.8 Plant life during the seasons in the arctics
One of the factors, which limit the number of vital plant species in the polar
regions considerably, is primarily the shortness of the summer. Even in the low
land of northern Scandinavia, i.e. in the plains of Lapland, the duration of the
vegetation period is restricted to about 3 to 4 months. In the mountain ranges,
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already at altitudes of 500 to 1000m above sea level, are only 2 to 3 months left
for an active plant life, in the rest of the year they stay in winter rest. . . . The
shortness of the summer can be deduced quite well from the wood of, e.g. the
pines . . . The annual rings are quite small . . . In most cases there is just time for
developing the “spring wood” (see figure 7.3). . . . In a similar way . . . most of
the other plants . . . are hit by the sudden onset of the cold season and are thus
forced to an early winter rest, whereas in our latitudes they can prepare them
self very slowly. Therefore there is only occasionally a year, in which in the most
northern regions the fruits reach ripeness, for instance the berries of the various
low shrubs of the kinship of blueberries . . . The Laplander has to be content
with the harvest of the crow berry (Empetrum nigrum), the fruit of which are,
however, here much more tasty as compared to the one at the few locations in
central Europa, for instance in Northern Germany . . . The Lap mixes it with
the milk of reindeer and is in this way able to keep it throughout the winter.

Figure 7.3. Section through pine wood
from central Europe (left) and Lapland
(right)

. . . The plant species and -varieties
of the arctic are characterized . . . by
a distinct adaptation to the special
conditions of the polar climate, which
does not allow them to be vital outside
of these regions.
. . . The visitor of Lapland notices

immediately the “polar spruce” with
its short branches . . . This variety
of our common spruce is so much
adapted to the special climatic con-
ditions of the arctic, that it develops
here better as in the more southern re-
gions. It is not simply the higher tem-
perature, which does not fit it; where
it is grown further south, . . . it can be observed clearly, that . . . paradoxically
just the coldness harms these trees . . . If one travels in a year, in which relatively
late in May frost occurred, one recognizes in . . . the polar spruces displaced to
the south often frozen shoots. Further up in the north these frost damages are
missing.
This initially baffling behavior can be explained by the different way of the

polar spruce to adapt to the transition from winter to summer as compared to
the varieties of spruces in the moderate latitudes. In the far north the spring
begins late; but if it starts, late frosts as they occur in more souther regions
almost regularly, do not show up. That is of course primarily caused by the sun,
which does in the arctic during this season not drop below the horizon. The
temperature increases rapidly at the begin of the summer. Once the first weeks
and days of June with temperatures below 0 ° are gone, it gets almost every day
by about 1 ° warmer; the summer temperatures are thus reached in not more
than two weeks.
. . . the plants of the arctic are extremely fine adapted with this peculiarity

in the change of the seasons. . . .
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8 Obituaries

8.1 Wolfgang Haupt: Erwin Bünning 1906-1990
On October 4, 1990 Erwin Bünning, honorary member of the German Botanical
Society, has left us for ever. He was one of the most prominent plant physiologist
of our century, not only in the German speaking area.

Bünning was born on January 23, 1906 as a son of a teacher in Hamburg. He
was of course a good student - in the subjects, he was interested in. But then he
onces bet with his class teacher in the secondary school, that he would improve
during one year his modest note in history drastically - since this is only pure
study matter and a question of diligence, although the time for it would actually
be too valuable. Of course Bünning won the bet!
He did afterward not study in Hamburg, but went abroad - “according to

good Hanseatic tradition” - as he stressed even at high age. He chose Göttingen
and Berlin and was promoted already after 7 terms at an age of 22 years under
Hans Kniep.
In the following 3 years we find Bünning as a grant holder in Frankfurt and

Utrecht, then as an assistant in Jena, where he obtained his state examination
in 1930 and habilitated in 1931 aged 25 - an age, in which only a few students
nowadays have started their diploma examination. Only now 4 years of settled
time followed in Jena, before he took over an applied professorship in Königsberg.
Formally this was for 7 years; but out of it Bünning took one year as a research
explorer in Sumatra and from 1939 on he was most of the time in military
service. For the same reason during the three years as an extraordinary in
Strasbourg (1942 until 1944) there was little time for research and teaching.
The first ordinary took Bünning with 39 years; his activity in Köln was,

however, less devoted to science, but more to build up incredible temporary
appliances, to “organize” the missing, and the “management of deficiencies”.
Bünning had, however, acquired already at that time a considerable reputation
by his expert colleagues, so that he in 1946, that is just one year later, got
an appointment for an ordinary in Tübingen. Here a small, but undestroyed
institute was waiting for him, a chair rich in tradition, if one remembers the
names of Hofmeister, v. Mohl, Pfeffer and Vöchting, in the oldest “natural
science faculty” of Germany. This faculty represented an incomparable “Biotope”
for a young biologist: The French occupation force had the ambitious effort, to
take over the leading role in the cultural reconstruction among the occupation
forces. For the French it was therefore quite right, that several of the highly
qualified (and politically integer) scientist in another occupation zone could
be recruited and was available for Tübingen. The level and the manifold in
biology was for the coming decades furthermore decisively shaped by the fact,
that several Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institute (today Max-Planck-Institute) found in
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Tübingen a new home. The section Melchers was until 1950 provisionally housed
in the basement of the botany institute. This special Tübingen atmosphere was
surely one reason, that Bünning in 1953 and 1957 declined the two honorable
calls for München and Göttingen.
In contrast to the relative liberality in the appointment to a chair was the

strict control of the slowly developing research by the occupation army: Each
year a detailed report about the performed and planned research had to be
submitted. And one day came a young French soldier who was stationed in
Tübingen to Bünning, introduced himself as a student of biology and asked,
whether he could work during his spare time in the institute. He was finally
fully integrated in the institute and worked successfully in research. Then he
surprised Bünning with the message, that he would from now on be one of
the “spies”, who had to report yearly to the headquarter about the research
activities of German institutes; he would of course talk this report over with
Bünning and harmonize it with him. Out of this “collaboration” developed a
long lasting and friendly connection and scientific cooperation of colleagues in
the institute with the well established French colleague.

Bünning was also leading in other connections to foreign countries; he belonged
to the first, who were after the war as a German invited to lectures abroad,
even in former enemy countries. Therefore we had rather early foreign guests in
the institute. For us students or assistants it was a real challenge (today hardly
imaginable!), to follow a lecture in English.
The young Tübingen ordinary could look back already upon considerable

scientific successes. From the very begin onward his main concern were such
biological processes, which could be deduced to physico-chemical principals.
His early research was therefore concerned with movements, its mechanics, its
control by “stimuli” as well as the significance of bioelectric events in the causal
chain. This research orientation was extended over time to all kinds of different
types of movement and to various signals of the environment (“stimuli”). From
there further working fields opened up, such as cell differentiation, polarity,
pattern formation and regeneration, but also - if one adds the PhD works
induced by him - flower formation, regulation of spore- and seed germination,
photobiology. In spite of this specialization towards physiology he was always
a broadly interested biologist, who had in addition a remarkable knowledge
of species; that became apparent especially at the annual Lapland-excursions,
which were a lasting benefit for all participants. On the other hand Bünning
has treated also boundary issues of the theoretical biology with turns towards
philosophy (compare for instance in this connection Mohr (1991)), and he was
interested in the history of science.

The preoccupation with “stimulus”-movements lead him already rather early
to an instance, which could not be reduced, in spite of intensive trials and
idea-rich approaches, to regulating external factors, namely the diurnal leaf
movement of the bean seedlings. Although Pfeffer had already shown, that these
movements can be controlled endogenously, but it was Bünning, who proofed it
unanimously. He had thus found his proper research field in biorhythms, which
he never left throughout his life and which won him the world wide fame of being
one of the most eminent biologists of our time. His permanent achievement lies
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beyond the characterization of this single case, which appeared so far to be a play
of nature, and the evolution of which was therefore completely non-apprehensible:
The diurnal rhythms (“circadian rhythm”) was recognized by Bünning as a
general biological phenomenon, and it was probably his most ingenious merit, to
connect photoperiodism causally with the endogenous diurnal rhythm, for which
the leaf movements are only an indicator (a “hand” of the “physiological clock”).
The appreciation by the specialist colleagues was a long tome coming; first the
function of the diurnal rhythm as the “clock” for the photoperiodism was vividly
denied (“it is not true”), then accepted, but regarded as marginal (“it may be
true, but it is not important”), and finally nostrified by these colleagues (“ . . .
but I discovered it first”). By these resistances Bünning was again and again
challenged, to work out even better arguments, and then he was for decades a
regularly invited lecturer of international chronobiology- or rhythm- congresses
(jocular called “watchmaker congresses”), as the original initiator of this new
research discipline. Finally he tried also, to penetrate into the structural and
molecular dimensions of the analysis, and he commiserated the progress of the
young generation (including former students) in this field up to his old age.

His book “The physiological clock” was translated in many languages and can
be regarded as his statement of accounts of this important part of his lifework.
Further book editions are compiled at the end. A listing of the about 250 journal
articles and the around 100 PhD papers induced by him would go beyond the
scope of this obituary.

Large is the number of tributes, which Bünning received from Germany and
from foreign countries. An honorary doctorate he obtained from the university
of Glasgow (Doctor of law!) as well as from Freiburg, Erlangen-Nürnberg and
Göttingen. He was a member of the Leopoldina, of the Heidelberg Academy,
the New York Academy of Sciences; corresponding member respectively foreign
member of the German Academy of Sciences in Göttingen, of the Bavarian
Academy of Sciences, the American Botanical Society and the National Academy
of Sciences USA. He was appointed to an honorary member by the Japanese
Botany Society (1957), the American Society of Plant Physiologists in New York
(1973), the Botany Society in Geneva (1975) and the German Botany Society
(1982).

It is not self-evident, that an excellent scientist is also a good academic teacher.
But the successful career of an extremely large number of Bünning students in
universities, schools and other occupational fields proofs his effective teaching
qualities, perhaps even more his function as an educator - although we did at
that time not notice, how effective we were educated. Most important of it was
the independence in thinking and judging - this was much more important as
the mediation of knowledge, for which one should not rely on the professor (“you
don’t need to visit my lecture”). That was reflected in the style of leadership
and working in the institute.

The PhD student got maximal independence, but this was also expected. This
happened already while asking for a PhD topic: “Have a look at this paper (4
pages only!) on the flower formation in peas; I am sure there is something to do.
One could grow the seedlings or the mother plants under various photoperiods,
perhaps also cut off the cotyledons.” Or: “You could heat up the dry seeds and
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check the germination”. To refer to literature was not common, since there was
the library and the comprehensive reprint collection of the boss. Likewise the
right methods and the kind of experiment was up to our own initiative. Bünning
did not require a regular report and did not trouble us with questions for the
newest results. But if we needed his advice, he was always available for us -
without a fixed consultation hour and without notice in advance.

For the assistant it was self-evident, that he fulfilled his tasks independent. For
these tasks there were no specific instructions, and by no means any “assistant
meetings”, and the assistant was in no way controlled. The assistant for lecture
preparations informed himself by asking his predecessor, and Bünning relied
on it. The same was true for the assistant for courses, who was neither bossed
around with regard to content nor in respect to didactics. Since everybody gave
really his best -following the prototype - criticism was normally superfluous; but
because this was also self-evident, there was no praise. Here lies probably the
deeper reason for Bünning being sparse in praise and criticism, that the young
assistant was forced to a critical self-assessment.

But the education reached further and affected the character. Bünnings mod-
esty has been and still is an ideal for us - his students -, and likewise his constant
cooperativeness, to take over additional tasks for the commonality (which was
never mentioned with any remark). To the task of an university teacher belonged
already at that time a good portion of administration, committee activities and
science policy. Actually Bünning was “way to valuable”, to wear his power out
in bureaucratic activities. In spite of it he took over for a year the rectorship
in Tübingen, as he was called for it, was involved for years decisively in the
work of the DFG and the Science board and did not refuse to accept external
appointment committees for new university foundations.
This much to short back-sight of a fulfilled life would be incomplete, if the

personal contacts would not be mentioned. Bünnings very restrained nature
found an ideal antipol in our First Lady, and the many stimulating evenings in
the convivial house Bünning - where almost never “talking shop” took place - are
for all of his coworkers a lasting memory. We can not honor the commemoration
of our deceased better, as trying to pass on the spirit of both Bünnings to the
next generation.

W. Haupt1

8.2 Berthold Schwemmle: Obituary for the passing of
Professor Erwin Bünning

On October 4, 1990 Professor Dr. phil., Dr. jur. h. c., Dr. rer. nat. h. c.mult. Erwin
Bünning died in Tübingen in his 84th year of life. The University and the botany
institute honor him on October 12 with an academic commemoration, during
which one of his students the botany Professor Hans Mohr from Freiburg, has
recognized his personality and his work.
. . . Bünnings scientific work is based on a rare versatility of interests. It is

characterized by the intuitive recognition of open questions and the experimental
1Haupt (1992)
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possibilities for its solution. There is hardly any area of the physiology of
development and movement of plants, which he or his about 100 PhD students
has not enriched by own work. Countless are furthermore the studies which
were induced by him directly, or indirectly after scientific discussions of other
teams allover the world. The papers dedicated to him at the occasion of his big
birthdays bear eloquent testimony of it. His special interest was the internal
course of processes in organisms; His book “The physiological clock” was also
translated into English, Russian, and Japanese. His textbook “Physiology of
Developmental and Movements in plants” is in the mean time a classic. He
was again and again also stirred and inspired by the border zones between
biology and philosophy. Some of it he has written down in his book “Theoretical
fundamental questions of physiology”. As an emeritus he wrote about his great
predecessor Wilhelm Pfeffer, the work of whom has again and again stirred him2.
. . .

8.3 Maroli Chandrashekaran: Erwin Bünning
(1906-1990): A Colossus of Chronobiology

“Bliss it was in that dawn to be alive, but to be young was very heaven”
W. Wordsworth

Colin S. Pittendrigh drew pointed attention in most of his landmark papers of
the late 1950s and early 1960s, to what he himself gave the name of the Bünning
hypothesis. He also recognized, that Bünnings idea was wholly new. This was
the paper in which Bünning clearly postulated that circadian rhythms acted
much as yard sticks in measuring day length and therefore the season of the year.
The paper became a citation classic of the Current Contents in 1982 having
been cited in over 135 publications since 1961 and further turned out to be the
most cited paper ever published in this journal: Bünning (1936b). Bünning
in what was really a very original hypothesis, implicated circadian rhythms in
the time measurement in photoperiodism. By means of the diurnal oscillations
(the physiological clock) the cell is brought alternately into two period parts
with properties differing both quantitatively and qualitatively. Each of these
parts lasts approximately eleven to thirteen hours. The basic importance of
this oscillation lay in the fact that the cell is thus brought to certain extreme
physiological states. Various physiological functions are possible only when
these extremes are reached. One of these extreme states is characterized by high
synthetic capacities and the other by a high catabolic capacity. Bünning also
very lucidly explained that photoperiodic regulation of a biological process is
linked with time measurement. Organisms have an inherited time scale at their
disposal. Day after day, throughout the year, they compare the scale with the
actual length of day or night. As soon as the day or night exceeds this inherited
scale then a physiological response ensues. This is what we call a photoperiodic
reaction, and the inherited time scale is known as the critical day length.

2Schwemmle (1990); only those passages given, which were not already in the article on page
40 (Engelmann)
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There was some controversy for a while over whether photoperiodic time
measurement is made by the principle of an hourglass or by a process of
oscillation. The hourglass model gradually found less and less support since the
internal time scale or the critical day length ticking off time was found to be
practically independent of temperature with Q10 values in the range of 0.9 and
1.1. The hourglass model, on the other hand, could not accommodate similar
temperature independence.
It is now not only safe but gracious to speak of Bünnings pioneering role

in having made chronobiology, a frontier area in biological sciences. But Bün-
nings contributions on biological rhythms, strangely enough, did not find much
resonance even in Germany (Chandrashekaran, 1995).
Here Shekar tells the Könitz story (see the text on page 93), Bünnings

memberships in various academies, his honorary doctorates, and his retirement.
He also mentions his post doc work in Tübingen and how close he came to
Bünning during this time. He was also asked to stand in for Colin S. Pittendrigh,
who was indisposed, and deliver an in memoriam lecture on Bünning at the
Gordon research Conference on Chronobiology in the autumn of 1991 at Irsee
in Bavaria in Germany. He felt very honored and privileged for it.

8.4 Yoshio Masuda: Remembering Professor Bünning
The great plant physiologist Professor Erwin Bünning, renouned for his studies
on “the physiological clock”, passed away on October 4, 1990 in Tübingen,
Germany. He had been a member of our Society, JSPP (Japanese Society for
Plant Physiologists) until 1987, when he became ill, and has been an honorary
member of the Botanical Society of Japan.
Professor Bünning has been an inspiration to many JSPP members. The

current President of the JSPP, Professor Masashi Tazawa, once spent two years
at the Botanical Institute, Tübingen, and studied the rhythmic movements of
plants under Professor Bünning. I also had the pleasure of being very close
to Professor and Mrs. Bünning, and together with many other JSPP members,
grieve at the loss of Professor Bünning.
I met Professor Bünning for the last time in the summer of 1985 when I

attended a conference held in Heidelberg. My wife and I took this opportunity
to make a short visit with Professor Bünning and Mrs. Bünning in Tübingen.
When we left Tübingen from the Hauptbahnhof, they waved their hands and said
“Auf Wiedersehen”. I am very sad not to have another chance to “wiedersehen”
(see you again).

Professor Bünning was born on January, 23, 1906 in Hamburg. He finished
Gymnasium there, then went to University Berlin, studying botany under
Professor Kniep, and obtained a doctoral degree in 1929. . . .
(here follows the scientific Curiculum vitae of Bünning and his publications)

. . .
It was spring 1962, when I first met Professor Bünning. Professor Tazawa,

who had studied under him is a good friend of mine, and thus I decided to try to
visit Professor Bünning in Tübingen while I was working in Sweden. I was not
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quite sure if such a great plant physiologist would spare time to see me, young at
that time, but anyway I arrived at the Hauptbahnhof of Tübingen. I went to the
tourist information office on the bridge over the River Neckar in order to reserve
a room at a guest house, then telephoned Professor Bünning. He answered and
said “Wait there until someone from my Institute comes to pick you up”. In a
short while a lady secretary came to me. She canceled the reservation of the
room and arranged a room at the guest house in the Institute. In the evening
of that day, I was invited Professor Bünnings house in Waldhäuserstrasse and
met Mrs. Bünning, Eleonore, and their second son Otto (their first son Klaus
was killed in an accident in the Alps in 1957).

The next day I met several people at the Institute, including W. Haupt who
showed me his phytochrome experiments on the movement of chloroplasts. I
had a wonderful time discussing many things. And Professor Bünning even
drove me around in his Volkswagen Beetle, showing me the beautiful city of
Tübingen, starting from the Rathaus. In the afternoon, one of the people at the
institute took me to the Schloss (castle) which was connected with Hoppe-Seyler.
During my stay in Tübingen, everyone mentioned that they had a good time
with Professor Tazawa when he was there, drinking a lot of wine because he liked
it very much. Thus, I was given an extraordinary warm welcome by Professor
Bünning and his people in the Institute.

I do not really remember how many times I visited Tübingen to see Professor
and Mrs. Bünning. They came to Japan in 1978, invited by Professor Tazawa
and supported by the JSPS. They met many botanists in Japan, and many JSPS-
members may remember their visit. Professor Bünning gave me a copy of his
latest book “Wilhelm Pfeffer”. He wanted to visit the Institute of Agricultural
Biology in Kurashiki, because he wanted to visit the “Pfeffers library”, and
Ehime University to see the late Professor Joji Ashida, who was my teacher
at Kyoto University and the first president of the JSPP. Professor Ashida was
rector of Ehime University at that time. Professor Bünning also wanted to see
Professor Masami Suda who was Dean of the Medical School at Ehime in order
to discuss the biological clock. I was with him and Eleonore for several days,
visiting those places, and Professor Ichitaro Harada of Hokkaido University
joined us. We first went to Kurashiki after Professor Bünning had given a
lecture at Kyoto University.

In Kurashiki, visiting the Pfeffers library, Professor Bünning slowly picked up
several books, turning over the pages, standing for a long time in front of the
bookshelves. I could imagine his feeling when he first entered the Library and
saw Pfeffers books, particularly the two volumes of notebooks for the second
edition of “Pflanzenphysiologie”, where Pfeffer had made a lot of handwritten
notes on the pages.

When Professor Toshio Kawasaki of the Institute was showing us around the
city of Kurashiki, Mrs. Bünning suddenly shouted “This is Jena”. It was a small
coffee house named Jena. Mrs. Bünning found it quickly because “Jena” was the
place where they married when Professor Bünning was an assistant to Professor
Otto Renner.

Professor Kawasaki took us also to the mount Washiu. It happened to be the
day when the construction of the huge Seto Ohashi Bridge over the Inland sea
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was to start and there were a lot of TV-Cameras. The bridge is now complete,
and I cannot help remember that day with Professor and Mrs. Bünning whenever
I see the bridge.

During the time Professor Bünning was occupied with academic activities in
Kyoto and Osaka, Mrs. Bünning came to our house and visited places such as
the Expo Park together with my wife. In the evening we had a pleasant time at
our house with Professor Bünning and Tazawa.

Several years later when we went to Tübingen, Professor Bünning showed us
around the new Institute and the Botanical Garden in “Auf der Morgenstelle”
and said “I seldom come to this garden except when I have visitors”. On the day
we left Tübingen, I was supposed to give a seminar at the Botanisches Institut,
Goethe Universität in Frankfurt a. M. in the afternoon. I was planning to go to
the airport in Stuttgart to fly to Frankfurt in the morning. Professor Bünning
drove us in a “Golf” not the Beetle from Tübingen to the airport, although he
said that it is was not recommended to fly from Stuttgart to Frankfurt. Just as
he had said, our flight was canceled due to dense fog and Lufthansa arranged a
bus to drive us to Frankfurt airport. Professor and Mrs. Bünning waved to us,
saying “You must take trains next time. Auf Wiedersehen.”

As many members of our society know, Professor Bünning was a real humanist
who loved science and his colleagues, regardless of their nationality or age. He
and Mrs. Bünning really loved Japan and their Japanese friends.
We have lost a great botanist. The passing away of Professor Bünning is a

great loss not only to the field of plant sciences in Germany and Japan but of
the whole world.3

8.5 Yoshio Masuda: Visiting the grave of Professor
Bünning

. . . On December 1, 1990 I went to the Friedhof (graveyard) . . . in Tübingen
with Mrs. Bünning, Professor Achim Hager and my wife . . . . The day was
rather cold and the streets were partly frozen and somewhat covered with snow
due to the snowfall on the day before.
The grave still had a simple wooden cross with the name of Klaus, who had

been killed by an accident in the Alps in 1958, and Erwin. We put in front of the
grave a “Kranz (bouquet)”, which Professor Hager had prepared for us, and a
pack of Japanese Sake which Professor Bünning liked, as requested by Professor
Tazawa. Mrs. Bünning said, “Erwin should be most pleased”. We prayed for
Professor Bünning in front of the grave.
On the way back we were invited to the Bünnings and Mrs. Bünning kindly

served us tea and cakes. She showed us many photo albums from their visit to
Japan in 1978. She repeatedly said to us how much Professor Bünning loved
Japan and Japanese people and how much he wished to return to Japan. I
then gave her a gift from our colleagues in Japan: M. Furuya, I. Harada, N.

31961 Ph.D. Kyoto University, 1953 Ass. Prof. Ehime Univ., 1957 Ass.Prof. Osaka City Univ.,
1965 Assoc. Prof.Osaka City Univ., 1971 Prof.Osaka City Univ. 1991, Prof. Emeritus
Osaka City Univ.
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Kamiya, A. Takimoto, M. Tazawa and Y. Masuda. It was a Kiyomizu plate with
a Sho-zui pattern. On the backside Professor Tazawa had written the following:

In thankful commemoration of our venerated teacher and friend
Professor Dr. Erwin Bünning.
Kyoto, October 1990 4

Mrs.Bünning was most pleased to receive the gift, and the next day when we
saw her again, she asked me to convey this letter of her appreciation to those,
who offered her the gift:

December 1990
Dear friends in Japan:
Today Prof.Masuda brought me a wonderful present. I am happy,
that you don’t forget my dear husband, your friend Erwin Bünning.
He loved Japan and Japanese people. In the hospital, when he was
very ill, he said: “I want to visit Japan once more”. It was impossible
to do. He passed away, and we miss him not only in Germany. I
am happy, that Prof. and Mrs.Masuda visited his grave, and every
day I look to the wonderful present and know: “He is not forgotten.”
My best wishes and greetings to you all.
Yours thankful
Eleonore Bünning

On the day we visited the cemetery, we were all invited to Professor Hagers
house for dinner. However, Mrs. Bünning did not accept because she had a
stomach-ache. The next day Professor and Mrs. Hager invited us again for lunch
and Mrs. Bünning joined us. She looked much better, driving to the house in the
Volkswagen Golf by herself at the age of 82. We all had a good time together,
talking about the late Professor Bünning, while dining on Weisswurst5 and other
German cuisine. We were happy to see that Mrs. Bünning looked rather healthy,
much healthier than we had seen her at the time that Professor Bünning was ill.
Professor Hager said that she had much been very busy after Erwin´s death,
but was mentally and physically of very strong person.

I wish for the peaceful rest of Professor Bünnings soul for the good health of
Mrs. Bünning . . . 6

8.6 Masashi Tazawa: Commemoration of Professor
Bünning

Professor Erwin Bünning, member of the Japanese Society for Plant Physiologists
and honorary member of the Botanical Society of Japan, died on October, 1990.
As he was born on January 23 in 1906, he was 84 years old. In his contribution
to a symposium in Blaubeuren in 1987 in memory of Wilhelm Pfeffer (Bünning,
1988) Bünning stated:

4in the text it was written in German
5Bavarian veal sausage
6Masuda (1991); Yoshio Masuda was president of JSPP
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“Pfeffer was particularly fortunate to have been born at an opportune time.
Had he been born earlier, he would have been considered as one of those ‘De-
stroyers of Natural Sciences’ along with Bacon, Newton, and other founders of
modern Natural Sciences, by philosophers such as Friedrich Wilhelm Schelling
(who was so appreciated in Tübingen)”.

Pfeffer was the scientist Bünning looked to with deep respect and who served
as a model figure, as can be seen from the title he selected for the prefatory
chapter of Annual Review of Plant Physiology (Bünning, 1977b): “Fifty years
of research in the wake of Wilhelm Pfeffer”. He stated at the end of this paper:

“I would not like to see the old type of plant physiologist fully disappear. But
we do lack (in this country) enough scientists belonging to the new type. This is
not only because leading biochemists and geneticists had to leave Germany during
Hitlers time. It had already begun by neglecting Pfeffers warning not to separate
botany from the other fields of natural science. The new plant physiologist is
actually what he should be in the present situation of biology: Not primarily
botanist or zoologist, but rather a chemist or physicist who succeeds in recognizing
the physical and chemical complexity of those special natural structures which we
call organisms. Most of the earlier chemists and physicists did not realize this.”

Pfeffer was a pioneer who tried to understand the phenomena of life via
molecular physiology based on physics and chemistry, while severely rejecting
the vitalism that was still a strong current at that time. His work included
the discovery of osmotic pressure, the prophecy of the existence of the plasma
membrane, the discovery of bacterial chemotaxis, the examination of adaptive
enzymes, and the demonstration of endogenous rhythms (circadian rhythm)
using a self constructed climate chamber equipped with a switch mechanisms
controlling light and dark. All of his work was related to areas important to
modern biology. We can understand his greatness from the excellent book
“Wilhelm Pfeffer” written by Bünning in 1975.

Was Bünning himself born at a suitable time? His ancestors were farmers
in Schlewig-Holstein for several centuries. His father was a school teacher and
a good teacher for Bünning too. When I visited Bünning in 1987, he showed
me a voluminous book on physics and chemistry and told me, “My father gave
me this book when I was a schoolboy, and I studied science with the help of this
book. The book was so excellent, that my studies of physics and chemistry at
university was very easy. I treasure this book even now”. Bünning attended
primary school from 1912 to 1916 and then visited a gymnasium in Hamburg,
finishing with the Abitur (the final examination before entering university) in
1925. That school seems to have traditionally promoted the spirit of freedom
and self-induced studies. Bünning later studied at the Universities of Berlin and
Göttingen, but he was always proud of his native place, the Hanseatic city of
Hamburg.

Bünning loved freedom very much and hated and rejected the Nazi fascism. In
his letter to me dated August 11, 1988, which included his brief autobiography
written by my request, he wrote: “I was banished from Jena by the Nazi students,
since I stated my opinion against Hitler” (He was an assistant of Prof.Otto
Renner in Jena since 1930). He moved to Königsberg in 1935, and then he went
to Indonesia (Java and Sumatra) for a research expedition from 1938 to 1939,
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the results of which were published in the books Bünning (1949) and Bünning
(1956b). When he returned to Germany, he was immediately called to war, and
was in the army for 6 years as a soldier, refusing continuously to become an
officer.
During his two years of study at the University of Berlin, he was much

fascinated by the thigmonasty of the flowers of Sparmannia africana and became
devoted to Pfeffers works and ideas, as stated in Bünning (1977b). . . .
Bünning studied at Göttingen in the winter term of 1927 and the summer

term of 1928. He mentioned in a special lecture in December 1986 (published
in Bünning (1987)), when the University of Göttingen awarded an honorary
doctoral degree, that many prominent scholars were at this university at that
time, such as J. Franck (physics, awarded the Nobel prize in 1925), A. Windaus
(chemistry, awarded the Nobel price in 1928), A. Kuhn (zoology), W. Heisenberg
(physics, awarded the Nobel price in 1932), P. Jordan (physics), O. Hahn
(chemistry and physics, awarded the Nobel price in 1944), and M. Delbrück
(physics and biology, awarded the Nobel price in 1966) etc. By the way, these
scholars received their doctoral degrees at the ages of 24, 23, 23, 22, 24 and
22. Göttingen at that time was the Mecca of natural sciences. It is easy to
understand, that Bünning was attracted by that atmosphere. In a letter to me
dated December 15, 1986, Bünning remarked on this special lecture in Göttingen:
“The main purpose of the lecture is to attack the bureaucratism of universities
in the present time”. Perhaps he intended to suggest, that the universities
should not treat the students in a uniform manner but should give able students
freedom to go their own way as soon as possible without interference from their
teachers. In that lecture he cited another persons words: “Nothing is more
unjust than to treat equally things that are essentially unequal”. At the end of the
letter he referred to the young age at which the above famous scientists received
their degrees and said: “Nowadays most of the students who get doctorates are
30 years old. They are too old to seek quite a new (and crazy) way.” Also in
his special lecture in Göttingen, he, remembering the time of his discovery of
the biological clock, states: “If I were over 30 years, I could not have to develop
such a mysterious and metaphysical hypothesis”.

He returned to Berlin after a short stay in Frankfurt and 3 months in Utrecht
with F. W. Went. He got his doctoral degree in 1929 at the age of 23. His doctoral
work was published in two papers: Untersuchungen über die Seismoreaktionen
von Staubgefäßen und Narben7 (Bünning, 1929b) and Über die thermonastischen
und thigmonastischen Blütenbewegungen8 (Bünning, 1929a).

These papers were completed when he was in his second year of study, and
he published at that time five more papers on physiology of stimulus-response,
physiology of root growth, electric physiology, and phototropism.
Before receiving his doctoral degree, Bünning experienced an event, which

directed him to his later research. He says in his speech (originally in German)
in Göttingen: “Just briefly before finishing the 6th term, Kniep9 came to me and

7Studies of the seismoreactions of stamina and stigma
8On thermonastic and thigmonastic petal movements
9Hans Kniep, Bünnings doctoral advisor, Professor of plant physiology at the University of

Berlin
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showed a letter from the Research Institute for the Physical Basis of Medicine.
The institute was looking for two botanists to join a research group to investigate
the influence of atmospheric ions on plants. Kniep asked me to apply for it. If I
accepted this offer, I had to begin to work there within two weeks. My “yes” came
immediately10. The other botanist was Kurt Stern. He had published already a
book on “Electrophysiology of plants” in 1924. In Frankfurt, we investigated how
the transpiration and growth of plants were influenced by ion-rich and ion-free
air. The result: No effect was found. However, we were able to find the secret
of the diurnal leaf movement which had been discussed for a long time and for
which several researchers postulated that some “factor X” may operate, probably
cosmic rays or electricity of the air. Our result: It was truly the endogenous
rhythm (regulated by light-dark change), as several researchers had asserted long
before.”

Here I would like to refer the work published in 1930 with Stern (Bünning and
Stern, 1929). The paper was summarized as follows: “The leaves of the legume
Phaseolus multiflorus show a diurnal nyctinastic movement under conditions
of continuous darkness and constant temperature. There exists a constant
relationship that the interval between the time of the first amounts to 10 to 16
hours. The period length of the rhythm under constant conditions is not 24
hours but 25.4 hours. The phenomenon can be explained by assuming that the
nyctinastic movement is an autonomous one which can be regulated by light and
temperature. The time for the leaves to take the uppermost or lowest position
is determined by the time o setting the plants, at least under our experimental
conditions.”

Thus young Bünning at the age of 24, having a crazy idea of a physiological
clock, dared to sail into an unknown field of science. He never looked back for
the next 60 years until his death.
Referring to the lack of sympathy for this kind of work, he onces told me:

“When I presented my results on the circadian rhythm of an animal, an aged
professor reminded me that this was a botanical meeting.” In the preface of
the third edition of his famous book “The Physiological Clock” he wrote: “As
recently as 15 to 20 years ago, to proclaim the existence of an endogenous diurnal
rhythm was regarded even by some well-known biologists, as subscribing to a
mystic or metaphysical notion.”

It was his idea of the measurement of day length by a biological clock that
made his name immortal. He briefly touched on this in the Göttingen lecture:
“When I was reading journals, I encountered the phenomenon of photoperiodism.
An idea struck me that the endogenous diurnal rhythm may be a physiological
clock, with which, for example, the length of day can be measured. In such a way
I came to my publication of the paper in the “Berichte”11 of this society, volume
54, 1936 “Die endogene Tagesrhythmik als Grundlage der photoperiodischen
Reaktion” (Bünning, 1936a). . . .

In shortday plants light in the photophilic phase stimulates flowering while
light in the skotophilic phase inhibits flowering. It is well-known that the

10Note: This yes determined his future work
11Reports
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experimental support for this theory was found by Hamner and coworkers
including Takimoto (now professor emeritus of Kyoto University) in the 1960th.
Also in 1958, one of Bünnings pupils presented powerful experimental evidence
for this theory (Könitz, 1958).

To shed some light on this situation around 1958, I would like to cite part of
a laudation given by one of Bünnings pupils, Hans Mohr (professor of Freiburg
University) on the occasion of receiving the honorary doctoral degree from the
University of Göttingen in 19589 (Mohr, 1987). “ found in a short-day plant
Chenopodium amaranticolor that far-red light given in the light period inhibits
the flowering and that this inhibitory effect can be reversed by red light. In the
dark period is situation is quite the reverse: red light inhibits the flowering and
far-red light reverses the inhibitory effect. From these results Könitz rightly drew
the conclusion, that active phytochrome (Pfr) in the photophilic phase of the
endogenous rhythm stimulates flowering or is rather essential for the flowering,
while the same Pfr in the skotophilic phase of the rhythm inhibits the flowering.”
“As we followed embodiment of this work together with him, it was impossible for
us to understand why these studies were not accepted by influential specialists,
but were regarded instead as a made-up story- fairy tales instead of solid science.”
Mohr adds: “Könitz has long been reinstated. His spectacular findings in those
days were re-found repeatedly by other scientists who had learned to experiment
as clean and devotedly as he did.”

The following sentence of Mohr arouses my sympathy. “Bünning, in response
to these matters, behaved with a restrained attitude. With his clear arguments
and noble diction he was always trying to persuade those who challenged him
with dispute. His calm attitude against the scientific opponents irritated often
the pupils who were not accustomed to the Hanseatic modesty. But at least,
we were much impressed by his attitude and learned how to behave in such a
situation.”

I would like to tell you a story which might be correlated with this Hanseatic
attitude. One day when Bünning visited Japan from end of September to the
end of October 1978, he said to me: “I can tell you a story which shows the
temper of a Hamburger. Hamburg is a city with many canals. Two friends
meet every morning on the bridge of such a canal, but they simply look on the
surface of the water all day long leaning their elbows on the bridge girder. The
conversation between them is only “good morning” and “see you tomorrow”. One
day one of them brought his nephew along and introduces him to his friend. All
three looked on the water as the couple usually did. Suddenly the silence was
broken by the youngest: “Look! There is a drowned body!”. In the evening when
they parted, the other one whispered: “Your young man speaks too much. Don’t
bring him along tomorrow.”

Bünning did not like formalities. On January 23, 1986, the University of
Tübingen celebrated his 80th birthday (he was once the president). I was
invited by the Biological Institute to give a lecture that afternoon with two
other speakers, Prof.Mohr and Prof.Wilkins. In the morning I arrived at the
Bünnings to join them for the drive to the Neue Aula where the celebration
ceremony was to take place. In an exception to his usual style of dress, he was
wearing a suit with a necktie. Noticing that the collar of his coat was standing
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and necktie was not correctly positioned, Mrs. Bünning told him: “Mr.Tazawa
dresses neatly, but you!”. She then put the collar down and straightened the tie.
At that time the age of retirement of an ordinary in Germany was 68. But he
intended to retire at the age of 65. He wished to be free from the troublesome
administrative work as chairman of the Institute. I think that Bünning was a
bit of a misanthrope, in a sense that he did not like to handle complex human
relations. In the fifties when I was in Tübingen, he went to Lapland every
summer for an excursions with students. In the midst of uninhabited Great
Mother Nature he enjoyed freedom and recovered his spirits.

In the summer of 1957 Bünning together with his wife, was again in Lapland.
During his absence we were invited by Miss Frau Kaut, his technical assistant
and had onion cakes and enjoyed a conversation with wine. The weather was
bad, with a gale outside. The radio news reported that a German party of two
climbers had met with disaster on the south wall of Marmolada in the Dolomite
Alps. The secretary, Mrs.Rätze knew that the oldest son of Bünning, Klaus,
who was studying physics at the University of Tübingen, had gone to Tirol for
climbing with his friend. We hoped that the accident did not involve Klaus’
party, but unfortunately it did. It took a long time for the Bünnings to receive
the terrible news in Lapland. Even now I remember Bünning tightly holding
onto his wife who collapsed with grief. That image often recurs to me. One day
during tea time a student asked him, what he would like to study if he were
reborn. He answered: “Biology is too complex. Perhaps physics”. Probably he
had expected much from Klaus. Klaus was a tall young man of calm manner.
Bünning did not show his depression but the shock must have been great and
deep.
Pfeffer had also lost his oldest son. This was in the first World War, several

weeks before its end. The 73 year old Pfeffer was struck with this grief and the
difficult postwar life. He died about one year later. I cite the following sentence
from the English translation of Bünnings book “Wilhelm Pfeffer” (by grandson
Helmut William Pfeffer, Carleton University Press, Ottawa):
“Since he was inclined to brood, he unfortunately did not have the ability to

accept old age with a happy and cheerful resignation. With advancing age, he
dreaded the idea of leaving the site place of his lifes work and his lovely home (as
director of the botanical gardens and the Department of Botany he had the use
of a large residence in the botanical institute). For a man still young in spirit
and intent on devoting his thoughts to scientific problems, the idea of physical
frailty and of dependence on others was most frightening.” Bünning seemed to
have similar troubles.
In 1978 Bünning together with his wife came to Japan on invitation of the

Japanese Society for the Promotion of Science and stayed for a month. They
enjoyed Japan very much including the meeting with Professor Hiroshi Tamiya,
an old friend since their young years. Bünning was 72 years old but still his
passion for science was intense. He gave lectures at the annual meeting of
botanists held in the Chiba University and at many universities, and had eager
discussions with many Japanese scientists. He enjoy the sake (rice wine) and
food. In 1986, on his 80th birthday, Bünning looked very well, but was suffering
from prostate carcinoma and had an operation in the same year. When I met
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him in the summer of 1987, he could not walk for long distances. On our parting
he said: “I can not bring you to the station, but my wife will do so”. Shaking
his hand I said “Auf Wiedersehen”. He replied “it may be difficult”. He suffered
from insomnia. Wine was a sleeping drug for him. In his later life he complained
of his situation which lacked social activities. It was Mrs. Bünning who cheered
up her pessimistic husband. Early in 1988 he underwent another operation and
his physical activities were restrained.
Needless to say, Bünning is one of the greatest plant physiologists of the

century. Ritchie R. Ward in his book “The living clocks” (Ward, 1971) refers to
Bünnings work and states as follows:
“Throughout his years at Tübingen Bünning has continued his research, broad-

ening and deepening biologies understanding of photoperiodism. He has long
since attained the stature of a world authority, and as the acknowledged father
of the clock concept he is invited to tell of his latest thinking at every conference
and symposium in the field. At the Cold Spring Harbor Symposium on Biological
Clocks in 1960 he gave the opening keynote address, and at the 1969 International
Symposium on Biochronometry sponsored by the National Academy of Science,
National Research Council and N.A.S.A., he presented a paper entitled “The
importance of circadian leaf movements for the precision of photoperiodic time
measurement.” The second edition of his definitive monograph on the circadian
clock was published in 1963 and translated into English a year later. Whether he
suspects it or not, there is a growing feeling among biologists that if anyone in
the rhythm field should ever receive a Nobel price, that price should go to Erwin
Bünning.”

In August 1989 I visited him in the Institut für Tropenkrankheiten. He was
very much pleased with my visit. He lay mostly in bed but sat on a chair during
meal. He enjoyed a glass of wine that his wife brought. I can never forget his
saying: “Japan is a very interesting country. I will visit Japan again.”

His last letter in his own hand composed of 5 lines was a letter of thanks for
my congratulations on his 83rd birthday. The last three lines:

Japan und Deutschland waren ja wissenschaftlich immer eng verbun-
den. So soll es bleiben.
(Japan and Germany in science have been tightly bound to each other.
This should continue.

May Erwin Bünning sleep peacefully together with his beloved son on the hill
of Tübingen from where the plateau of the Schwäbische Alb seen over the town
that he so deeply loved.12

8.7 Wolfgang Engelmann: Talk at the Marburg Meeting
of the International Society for Chronobiology 1991

Prof. Bünning passed away on the 4th of October, 1990. We lost an eminent
scientist, an excellent teacher and tutor, and a person with high qualities.
12I am deeply indebted to Prof. Dr.Wolfgang Engelmann of the University of Tübingen for his

critical reading of the manuscript and to Ms. J. Noguchi for her correction of my English
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His scientific work was characterized by his broad interest in various dis-
ciplines in biology; in some new fields he was a pioneer. He was at this time
one of the most prominent and internationally best known plant physiologists
of the German-speaking countries. He raised up a generation of biologists, and
I was lucky to belong to his scientific sons. Bünnings scientific strongholds were
based on his curiosity, his huge knowledge, and his intuition for the essential. He
worked hard, but economic, his experiments were simple and straight forward,
and he argued clear and convincing. His constructive criticism helped him, us
and others, to find the weak points in our conclusions. He brought things to
a point: “Everything worth to say can be expressed briefly” or, as we students
used to say, “short and Bünning13”.
Bünning was an excellent teacher, as attested by his “Tübinger Schule”.

He was restrained in praise and critique. He came seldom to us students, but
there were no official consultation hours: He was always open for us. Under
his guidance we learned to work scientifically independent with much freedom,
to follow our own ideas. This was especially true for his assistances. Students,
who asked him for a diploma- or PhD work were often shocked, how briefly he
introduced them into the problem. Professor Haupt remembers, how Bünnings
proposed to E. W. Bauer: “You could heat up the dry seeds to 110°C and check
the germination. Perhaps something interesting happens”. No mentioning of
methods, perhaps one or two references. But in this way we found our own
way, asked colleagues for help and offered them our help, we were stimulated to
fruitful discussions, and there was no negative competition.

Bünning possessed high human qualities. He was helpful and reliable, fair,
unselfish, moderate and liberal. Thus his name was only added to a publication,
if he was involved with own work. His tuition fees he divided equally between
his assistants.

That is the “endogenous” part. But in the same way as a clock needs external
synchronizers, energy and proper conditions, Bünning needed also sources of
recreation. Lapland was one of it, from where he got new energy. Here he
structured his thoughts and planned future work. A further source of his vigor
was his family and his wife. She gave him “flank protection” and a home.

13in German: kurz und Bünning, referring to the saying kurz und bündig. See section 8.1
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Here some Bünning-stories; it is a pity, that we did not start earlier to collect
the many “sayings” of Bünning.

9.1 Bettina Brommer: Erwin Bünning and the Internet
One can still learn from Erwin Bünning: If you enter in Google “Bünning”, you
will find 99 500 hits. The second one is on Erwin Bünning, a wanted hit. The
search for “Erwin Bünning” in Google leads to 565 hits.
Looking at the first: The Internet lexicon Wikipedia tells for instance, that

Erwin Bünning was born in Hamburg and died in Hungary. The second source,
a medical lexicon, claims the same . . . The third hit is the Tübingen Studium
generale lecture of this term. The fourth hit, the Munzinger archive, tells the
correct places. Hit 5 to 8 offer antiquarian books of E. Bünning. Hit 9 is
the Tagblattnote of January 7 on Erwin Bünning and Georg Melchers in the
newspaper.
Since the statement “died in Debrecen” in Wikipedia and HYPERLINK

http://www.kliniken.de was wrong, a note went to Wikipedia with the request
for correction (which one could have done also by one self). Now the data
there are correct. Of all available Email addresses for the medicine lexicon the
proposal for correction were returned without commentary. Wikipedia as well as
the medicine lexicon got the data from I. Jahn: History of biology (3rd edition
1998). Conclusion: You can’t trust the Internet sources, nor the printed in
books.

Searching in Google-pictures for Erwin Bünning resulted in a card index note
of the University library Innsbruck and the illustration of the book cover of
the biography of Erwin Bünning. Erwin Bünning and Amazon, the Internet
book shop with antiquarian, resulted in a meadow flower book of 1955. Bünning
searched in Google Scholar (with hits sorted according to the importance) lead to
567 hits, the first and second are Erwin Bünning: The physiological clock (1973),
cited 125 times, and the article of 1936 in Berichte der Deutschen Botanischen
Gesellschaft, cited 75 times. Both articles are cited also for 2004, 2003 and 2002
(and of course earlier). If one searches more detailed for E. Bünning, one finds
519 hits of the mentioned 567, all of which pertain to Erwin Bünning . . . That
means: without measuring impact factors it is obvious by the citations: E. B.
was and is important.

Konstanz, January 2006
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9.2 Vera Hemleben: “Botanisches Institut”
Impression on an afternoon of the New Years Eve in the botany institute,
December 31st, 1961

Bohnen gegossen,
Algen gepflegt,
Eier gezählt . . .
Ja, was denn noch?
Natürlich, im Keller
da laufen die Schaben,
auch sie wollen sich laben
auf goldenem Teller.
Und weiter, welch Ton?
Ein Knuspern und Knaspern,
es raspelt an Blättern . . .
Richtig, die Raupen,
sie hatten ja schon den Salat bekommen.
-
Stimmt es, wir sind in Botanischen Hallen?
Kann das denn den Zoologen gefallen?1

1

Beans watered,
Algae cared,
eggs counted . . .
Well, what else?
Of course, in the cellar
there run the roaches,
they too want some food
on golden plates.
And further, which sound?
A tasting and cracking,
it rastles on leaves . . .
indeed, the canker,
but they got the salad already.
-
Is it true, we are in botanical halls?
Can this appeal to the zoologists?
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9.3 Dietrich Gradmann
Bünning was not the direct advisor of the PhD work of Gradmann, but felt
responsible for him and asked frequently how his work proceeded. Often, when
Gradmann came to the institute in the morning, notes of Bünning with literature
hints were on his desk2.

9.4 Claus Schilde
Bünning did not like too much medical students. Claus Schilde mentioned the
“Urinkränzchen” (gathering of the natural science club, which hold meetings in
the former physiology -nowadays the Kupferbau), where often modern findings of
the biosciences were presented. In the first row were the Ordinaries seated. Once
the problem of the training of medical students was discussed. Since Bünning
was member of the science committee, he was invited. Bünning proposed, to
donate the doctoral degree to the medical scientists at their state examination,
since it is anyway more or less a designation of their profession. A physician
complained, that there exists no journal, which prints the PhD work of medical
students and proposed, to launch a special journal for this purpose. Bünnings
answer: Herr colleague, you do realize, that the level of this journal will be far
below the one of “Jugend forscht”3.

Claus Schilde together with Klaus Brinkmann and Frau Haarer (the bride-
elect of Bünnings son Klaus, who lost his life during a hike in the mountains)
joined Bünning at his first winter tour in Lapland. They were supposed to be
picked up by a Swede, who lived during the winter in the Mudus hut and had to
watch, that no fish were caught in ice wholes. He was, however, not there when
they arrived. They started therefore and came across a ski track which was
occasionally joined by a dogs track, which disappeared again. Later the riddle
was solved, when the Swede, who laid the track, caught up from behind. He had
a little dog with him, which hitched a ride on the ski, but fell down occasionally
and had to run for getting his ride. The Suede used leathern loafers with a long
tip in his cross-country skier, which were fastened with a simple strap. In the
hut he read a book in German about the hunt of Friedrich the Stauffer. Claus
Schilde called him the Waldschratt, and this name fell later back upon Claus:
He was called the Schratt by his friends.
One night somebody went outside the hut and noticed polar lights. He informed
the other, which were excited, and also Bünning (Herr Professor, there is a
polar light), who had a quick look from the door, but retracted immediately in
his sleeping bag with the remark, “ja, ja, thats what I wanted to show you also”.
One should know, that Bünning was during the war stationed at the scouts in
Norway for listening to the radio communication of the Allied and to analyze
them. He was therefore well acquainted with aurora borealis.
Bünning had a high esteem for the Chinese. Claus Schilde knew that and
brought him a Mao-Bible from East Berlin. Bünning graped in his table drawer,

2Bünning did the same also with other candidates in the institute! Engelmann
3corresponds to “science fair’
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took one out and remarked: “ja, ja, nice, nice, but I have it already”. Bünning:
“Will we reach the Middle ages, before the Chinese will conquer us”. Bünning
liked also to tell the story of the students in Tübingen, sitting at the road,
reading Goethe and having a tin bowl alongside, in which the Chinese, who
traveled with an Europe bus through the country, threw occasionally a coin.

9.5 Marianne Hetzer
has sent on December 26, 2005 copies of pictures of a winter Lapland excursion
(Topic: “Suffering in Lapland”) and a promotion party in the old botany building.
Furthermore a sketch “tract: The institution alarm clock”. It was written 1964
by Irmela Brinkmann.

9.6 Gottfried Wiedenmann
Gottfried Wiedenmann is a scientific grandson of Bünning. His brother Reinhard
is a colleague of Otto Bünning at a school in Hamburger. He happened to meet
by chance on a journey to Sweden Professor Bünning in the train and recognized
him, since Otto resembled him and since he knew from Otto the profession of
Bünning. Asking him: “Aren’t you Professor Bünning?” he answered: “No. But
I know him very well”.

9.7 Wolfgang Engelmann
I remember, that Bünning thought, natural science publications should be
printed on a paper, which falls apart after ten years (or was it five?) by itself,
since the results by than are anyway outdated.

Bünnings remarks to the space experiments regarding polarity: . . . Everybody
knows, that is already determined. It is as if somebody sends a baby in space
and looks, whether the head becomes an ass . . .

Answer of a medical student to Bünnings examination question, on which
bacteria feed: Och, Herr Professor, they are so small, they don’t need anything.

9.8 Ilse Franklin
Just before Christmas 2005 Ilse Franklin recounted the following anecdotes
about her father. Both parents had principally refused to join the NSDAP.
Then, during the summer of 1938, father went to Indonesia, remaining there for
a year of research. Upon returning home he was recruited as a private and was
sent to the front where he had to carry sandbags for some time. Only when the
authorities learned that he had mastered the English language did his situation
improve. At that time all high school graduates were proficient in Latin and
French, but it was rare to find one proficient in English. Ilse’s father was given a
crash course in radio transmission and then assigned to reconnaissance. He was
sent to Norway where he was to monitor the radio transmissions of the Allied
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forces. It was during this assignment that he soon realized that the war was
drawing to a close.
He had previously arranged with his wife, Ilse’s mother, coded messages

inserted into his letters to her that indicated when she and the family should
leave Strasbourg, where she and the children had been living. The prearranged
plan was for them to move to Bad Rippoldsau in the Black Forest. There
she improvised living quarters for herself and the family in one room of a
mineral water production plant. Meanwhile Ilse’s father found himself flying
over Northwest Europe as the war came to an end. He was able to parachute
out of the plane and landed in a deserted field. Ilse did not remember where
this field was. Her father carefully folded the parachute, which he took with
him. It later provided a blouse for his wife and a dress for Ilse. He then found
a bicycle (a military bicycle?) and cycled direction south. On the border to
the French zone he was stopped by a uniformed Frenchman. The first question
– “Do you have any identification documents?” – “No, none at all.” The next
question – “Do you have any children?” “Yes, three and a fourth is on the way.”
“Now I will look in the other direction and you will ride away on your bicycle
as fast as you can.” (Her father often told this story and also had written it
down in his terse style. Ilse had a copy.) Her father arrived in Bad Rippoldsau
wearing an old military sweater. When he saw his children on the street he said
to them “I’m your father.” To which Ilse, then seven years old, replied “Well,
anyone can say that.” Her father approved, thinking that she would not go along
with anybody4.

4Translated by Richard Franklin, October, 2018
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I have compiled Bünnings publications in a file BUENNING.bib and BUEN-
NING.html by using the program JabRef, which is available free of charge from
the Internet. Here follows a compilation of the titles of the doctoral theses under
Bünnings guidance (section 10.1), and the books of Bünning (section 10.210.2).

10.1 Doctoral theses
Doctoral theses of Bünnings PhD students: Itzerott (1936); Drawert (1937);
Herdtle (1943); Rotta (1949); Schmidle (1950); Stiefel (1951); Heiligmann (1951);
Franck (1951); Enderle (1951); Wenck (1952); Bauer (1952); Zepf (1952); Haupt
(1952); Wettstein (1953); Kemmler (1953); Rau (1953); Clauss (1953); Lemppe-
nau (1953); Schwemmle (1953); Biegert (1953); Ziegler (1954); Wemmer (1954);
Schneiderhöhn (1954); Hess (1954); Schoser (1955); Thorning (1955); Drumm
(1955); Sahmann (1955); Venter (1955); Chaudri (1955); Zain (1955); Speiser-
Kraatz (1956); Leinweber (1956); Gössel (1957); Redel (1957); Salim (1957);
Kohlbecker (1957); Könitz (1958); Lörcher (1957); Schautz (1957); Maas (1957);
Reisener (1958); Kummerow (1958); Jantsch (1958); Kurz (1959); Keller (1959);
Wassermann (1960); Krause (1960); Thiele (1960); Engelmann (1960); Karve
(1960); Rückebeil (1960); Ruddat (1960); Günther (1960); Landgraf (1961); Todt
(1961); Etzold (1961); Kleinert (1961); Müller (1961); Moser (1962); Zimmer
(1962); Hörhammer (1962); Wagner (1963); Vielhaben (1963); Baltes (1964); Büh-
ler (1965); Brinkmann (1966); Rentschler (1967); Honegger (1967); Kirschstein
(1968); Schnabel (1968); Schilde (1968); Steinheil (1969); Kübler (1969); Gunst
(1972); Kruckelmann (1972)

10.2 Book publications of Erwin Bünning
Bünning (1932, 1939, 1945, 1947, 1948, 1953a) (earlier edition 1948), Bünning
(1954, 1956b,a,c, 1957b,c, 1958) and translations into Russian (1961), Chinese
(1965), Japanese (1977) Korean (1993, Academic press Seoul, by Sang Zin Han),
Bünning (1960, 1963, 1967c, 1973, 1975); Bünning (1977, 1983); Bünning (1989).
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